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Clinton Leads Rally at
Learning Corridor

R E V I E W

Hundreds Gather as the Democratic
Presidential Hopeful Addresses Key Issues
JAMES KUKSTIS
j

NEWS EDITOR

1

|

Presidential
hopeful
Senator Hillary Clinton (D-NY)
attended a rally for her campaign, steps away from the
•^
Trinity College campus yester1
day. More than 1,000 people
packed into the Learning
Corridor, with many more supporters waiting in crowds out. side. Trinity was well represented, since many students
i left campus borders to line up
Courtesy of Nicholas S
as early 7:30 a.m. to hear
j Clinton speak and field questions at what was billed as a
"Town Hall"-style meeting.
Clinton was introduced by
foreground and back- energetic performer,
Connecticut State Comptroller
stage. Young sat stage with a harsh, almost
Nancy Wyman and Connecticut
left at a desk, fiddling feral voice. Her choreAttorney General Richard
with the bow in her ography is simple but
Blumenthal. "We can be proud
.hair as she psyched it. does what it needs
to launch. this last stretch
herself up for the per- to do — lots of head
before Super Tuesday right
formance. All three of banging and hair i here
in
Connecticut,"
the performers wore swishing, but there : Blumenthal said. Clinton
white leotards with was some complicated
ascended the stage, surrounded
silver spangles on the footwork, particularly
by members of the Hartford
chest. The audience at the end of the show.
community, with Trinity stubegan to quiet down
The first number
dents showing a strong presas the seats filled, ended abruptly, unfinence.
and finally Young ished, and then the i
"I'm happy to be here in
stood up, launching clothes came off. The Hartford, the home of Trinity
into a rendition of promoters were not
and to see so many Trinity stuAlien Ant Farm's
dents," Clinton said after the
"Smooth Criminal."
see GOODWIN on
rally. "I've been on the campus
page 17
She is an incredibly
and I am thrilled to have so
much support there, and I wish
everyone a great great winter

Taboo 'Snow White' Shocks Trinity
ELIZABETH AGRESTA
ARTS EDITOR

The performers sat
audience filed int6
Goodwin Theater except for the show's
mastermind, 26-yearold North Carolina
native Ann Liv Young.
Young's show, "Snow
White," a retooled version of the Disncyfied
Brothers Grimm fairytale, has toured much
of Europe and has
been performed in
New York City. She

and her entourage,
consisting of Liz
Santoro (the Prince)
and Michael Guerrero
the" controversial .show
to Austin Arts Center
on Jan. 25, breaking
the fourth wall and
questioning the limits
of what is acceptable
for a stage performance.
The stage was
brightly lit, with a
stark white background and tinsel
hanging down to form
a curtain between the

semester and spring. Enjoy
your time!"
The focus of Clinton's meeting was billed, "Solutions for
the American Economy," but it
served far more as a rally call
surrounding many issues pertinent to Connecticut residents,
specifically the need for universal health care, improved public education, and affordable
college educations.
The impressive student
turnout produced a wide range
of student opinions about the
junior senator from New York.
"Senator Clinton continued her
hypocritical policies today,"
said President of the Trinity
College Republican Club Reid
Vineis '10. "Frankly, I support
Senator Clinton because I
know Republicans will beat her
if she is the nominee. She is one
of the most polarizing figures
in America."
Beth Frazier '08 saw
Clinton's speech in an entirely
different light: "As a Hillary
supporter on a college campus,
I often feel that I am swimming
upstream through the throngs
of enthusiastic Obama supporters."
According to Frazier, this
event had a different tone than
others. "Having attended a
Hillary rally in both Dover and
Manchester, New Hampshire
see TRINITY on page 7

Vacancies Create Problems for SGA
also appears that the class of
2009 has neglected the opportunity to represent their class.
Of the six senators from the For example, senators ran in
Class of 2009 who were elected the most recent election unopto the Student Government posed, even having submitted
Association (SGA) for the 2007- their paperwork after the dead2008 school year, only two line. In the
remain. Lizzie Brown '09, Joe u p c o m i n g
Melillo '09, Emily Witt '09, and election, howLearn more ;•
Matt Wrzesniewsky '09 have ever, four can| the Trinity College
all resigned their seats. Three didates are Student Government
resigned to study abroad, and running for |
Association afi
one resigned for an unspecified the three open ! www.trinitysga.coni!
reason. According to the SGA, spots.
their absence in the beginning
This type
of this semester may hamper of absence, however, is not
the Association's efforts.
entirely unusual. One of the
As elections for more senior positions that is open would
SGA positions, including the have been open even if the perPresidency, approach in the son who previously held it was
spring, concerns are rising over not abroad, because the senator
who will run. With many had been appointed to the posiresigned juniors, potential can- tion after a mid-semester resigdidates may lack experience. It nation. Seats that are not filled
ELIZABETH ANDERSON
STAFF WRITER

SNEJI;

by the result of a student vote
call for an election the following semester. It is also not
unusual for many Juniors to
spend their spring semester
abroad.
However, Andrew Pedro '08,
the current President of the
SGA, is confident that a large
number of juniors will run for
President, and those with senatorial experience who are
abroad cannot be discounted.
"Though it would be difficult
for [candidates], I ran for SGA
President while I was abroad in
Barcelona, and during my time
at Trinity I've seen other students successfully run for the
other executive positions while
they were studying abroad,"
Pedro said.
Furthermore, those who are
Erin Caner

see DROP-OUTS on page 7
fltoaars-CfeiiBEGnE

Senator Clinton addresses the crowd, with Trinity students seated behind her.
Qi, Ctows.
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The Trinity Tripod is billed,
in its own organizational constitution, as an "independent
newspaper." Our constitution
also affirms that "neither the
administration, faculty, nor
agents of the student government shall control its editorial
policy." However, in reality,
the Tripod is not an independent paper - this paper receives
not only funding from the
College, but also the use of
College
facilities
and
resources.
As such, the Tripod is not
protected by the same First
Amendment rights that independent college newspapers
and newspapers operating out
of public universities are
afforded. This is not a complaint; in the Tripod's 104 year
history there never seems to
have been any great push for
independence, nor has there
been in our recent history. In
fact, except for one incident
where the College (rightfully)
discussed with us solutions to a
devastating mistake, there has
been relatively no interference
from the administration during the current staff's tenure.
However, there may come a
time when the Tripod is forced
into independence. The nature
of collegiate newspapers has
changed drastically in just a

few years. Where about eight
years ago the Tripod was available only to some 3000 students, faculty, and staff on this
campus, it is now accessible to
anyone in the world via its Web
site. This has created many
new challenges for this paper
as well as other college newspapers.
A situation is currently
developing at Quinnipiac
University regarding the freedom of the University's student-run
paper,
The
Quinnipiac
Chronicle.
Although the paper, on its Web
page, also bills itself as "independent," Quinnipiac's president has restricted the
Chronicle from updating its
Web site except for one day a
week.
This is in response,
according to the Chronicle, to
"the online newspaper posting
articles before they appear in
print." However, the Chronicle
and other sources hint that the
University is simply unhappy
that embarrassing matters are
being picked up through the
Chronicle's Web site by larger
entities such as the New
Haven Register.
In short, it is becoming
more dangerous to be on the
staff of a student newspaper!
where once a writer ran the
risk of angering 3000 people

one can now anger 300,000.
This was witnessed last year
with the publishing of an offcolor article titled "Rape Only
Hurts if You Fight It" at the
student newspaper of Central
Connecticut State University.
That article, discussed nationally, rightfully hurt not only
the reputation of the author,
but also the editor and, ultimately, the University.
The staff of the Tripod has
no interest in damaging
Trinity's reputation, nor harming the school internally. Yet,
we have seen the beginnings of
censorship even here. We have
repeatedly been banned from
distributing our newspapers in
the Admissions Office. This is
minor compared to the
Chronicle's woes but relevant
nonetheless.
With this in
mind, Tripod would like to
reaffirm that its purpose is to
serve not only the students of
Trinity College, but also staff,
faculty, alumni, and, yes, even
prospective students - in short,
the entire Trinity community,
broadly defined. The only way
we can accomplish this goal is
to make the Tripod as accessible as possible, in every place
possible, in every way possible
- and to recognize and oppose
censorship not only at home,
but at our sister institutions.

The Tripod Editorial represents the view of a majority of the staff of The Trinity Tripod.

Letters to the Editor
Tripod's Online Edition
Lacking in Originality
To the Editor:
This next semester will be my
first as a graduate student at
Trinity College. As a Hartford
native, yesterday was my first
time on campus as a student. I
explored the bookstore, spoke
with some of the staff in the
offices and tried unsuccessfully to
pick up a copy of the Tripod.
Today I decided to explore the
school newspaper online to get a
better sense of campus sentiment. To be blunt, the Tripod
Web site has left me disappointed. A school with such an educated student body should be able to
design and maintain its own Web

site for the newspaper. Why does
the Tripod use a cut and paste
newspaper engine to maintain
their site? Considering the technical limitations of this engine
and the lack of local advertising,
the decision to do so is just plain
shocking. Because the Tripod has
chosen to use the College
Publisher web engine, articles on
the Web site are harder to read,
as they are displayed without
breaks between paragraphs.
Furthermore, the advertisements
are all national. Because of this,
local advertisers miss another
opportunity to reach the audience
here on campus, and the audience is left with less opportunity
to get to know the community.
But the biggest issue here is one
that transcends Trinity College

and has reached national proportions. Around the country,
Americans are cutting corners,
ignoring the community around
them and succumbing to the everpresent influence of easier, more
corporate options. Let us for once
take the hard route. The Tripod
should abandon its current electronic format, create its own format from scratch and attract
local advertising to the Web site.
By putting a little heart into this
effort, the student body as well as
faculty and staff would have a
much better web-based portal to
the school and local community.
Signed,
Anton Rick-Ossen
Trinity Graduate Student

Send a letter to the editor: e-mail tripod@trincoll.edu or submit at www.trinitytripod.com.

Visit the Tripod table eveiy Tuesday at 5 p.m. in
the rear of Mather Dining Hall (near the stage).

get more ONLINE
HILLARY CLINTON CAMPAIGNS AT LEARNING CORRIDOR
View video of Clinton discussing Trinity, a slideshow of politicians in the presidential hunt, and participate
in the political forum.
CARVER DISERENS INTERVIEWS STU HOWELL '98
online to read the rest of Carver's interview with the Psi U alum and current Marine.

Representatives from every section of the Tripod
will be available to discuss article ideas, event info,
and news tips with you. Faculty and staff welcome.

SECOND ANNUAL TRIPOD OSCAR CONTEST
Fill out and submit an Oscar Ballot to be eligible to win five DVDs of
your choice.
PLUS MORE SPORTS AND ART PHOTOS!

www.trinitytripod.com-

OPINIONS
The Trinity Tripod

Gn-Campus Pub Would Clinton Inspires Campaign Workers
Promote Responsibility
REBECCA HERRIGEL
and ALYSSA SIMPSON

OPINIONS CONTRIBUTORS

CARVER DISERENS
STAFF WRITER

While considering how to
argue in favor
of the proposed
campus pub, I
thought
I
would borrow
from
Peter
Kempson's article on the subject,
penned in the Nov. 27, 2007
issue of the Tripod (go to our outstanding
Web
site,
trinitytripod.com, to read it).
Kempson writes, "I think the
idea of a campus pub is a
supremely ..." [insert: "good"] "...
one." I applaud his opening
statement. It eliminates the difficult task of having to write an
introduction and gets straight to
the thesis.
The idea is "supremely" good
for several reasons. First off, look
at the specific, intended purpose
of the pub. It would be a place
where students and faculty could
assemble to interact socially
while enjoying a choice beverage.
Some
argue
that
The
Underground Coffee House and
Peter B's already afford us such a
space, but I disagree. After having persevered through a threehour lecture on a Wednesday
night, what professors are looking to sit down and unwind with
a double latte? Unless they plan
on pulling the proverbial "allnighter," a libation of a different

nature suits the situation better.
My next point concerns the
message being sent to the students regarding alcohol consumption. Would the pub promote alcohol consumption by students? Absolutely, just as renovating the library promotes reading and studying. However,
what's being promoted would not
be alcohol consumption in the
sense and quantity that are generally observed on Vernon Street.
What is being promoted is the
responsible consumption of alcohol as a compliment to interaction with fellow students and faculty.
The idea of a pub at Trinity is
analogous to the countertop in
my kitchen. When I was a little
kid, whenever my mom returned
from the store, she would unpack
the carefully selected items and
put them in their appropriate
places. I was always keen to
observe the placement of the
doughnut holes, which were normally placed on the kitchen
counter (if you don't like doughnut holes, substitute your ideal
snack food, but also, seriously
examine the damaging lifestyle
choice you have made). Now, if I
were to prematurely open the
box, my mother would remind me
that dinner was rapidly
approaching and if I wanted to
see any of it, I had better stop,
lest I spoil my appetite. If I failed
see TRINITY on page 5

Environmentalist Makes
New Year's Resolutions
am technically a part of this
group, but due to a conflict
with one of my classes, I was
As custom unable to attend meetings. I
dictates, with got my updates from my roomthe start of mate Elisabeth Cianciola '10,
2008, I gave co-chair of Green Campus.
myself a few Without her, I think I'd be at a
resolutions to loss to find out what progress
work on as we was being made. It seems that
all
get
a the majority of students don't
"fresh start" - lose weight, be know about the many positive
a better student, and the like. steps being made in the right
direction.
Now, as the first
H
owever,
First off, I'd like for
month of the
despite
the good
New Year rapidPresident Jones and
things
being
ly approaches
the
Sustainability
done,
there
is
its
close, I
much
room
for
Committee he created
thought I would
improvement
put forth a few
to better publicize the
everywhere you
"green" goals
turn on campus.
actions
they
are
taking
that the Trinity
Take,
for
to fulfill the pledge
College commuinstance, our
nity might want
Jimmy took to make
recycling systo think about
tem. It is highTrinity
carbon-neutral.
undertaking
ly lacking, to
this
spring
say the least. Ideally, there
semester and beyond.
would be recycling bins next
First off, I'd like for to every trash can - in acaPresident Jones and the demic buildings, professors'
Sustainability Committee he offices, dorms, outdoors, etc.
created to better publicize the Sadly, this is not the case. We
action they are taking to fulfill
the pledge Jimmy took to
see MISUSE on page 4
make Trinity carbon-neutral. I
KRYSTAL RAMIREZ
OPINIONS EDITOR

The Nevada
caucus was the
wildest experience of our
lives. Imagine
a room filled
with Las Vegas
residents of all
types, bustling around a high
school gym with little knowledge of the political process, or
even of what precinct in which
they live. Even if the temporary chair had showed up, the
caucus would only have a
slightly greater chance of running smoothly. The whole
morning was a frenzy of
makeshift rules and volunteers from all of the campaigns
trying to herd their supporters
to their correct location - by
any means possible. It was an
amazing sight.
In 2004, 9,000 voters in
Nevada caucused for the
Democratic presidential primary (the whole event ended
up taking place on a football
field). This year, over 117,000
Democratic voters caucused
statewide.
The people of
Nevada and the nation seem
ready for change - as voter
turnout has been high in all of
the states that have had their
primary so far.
The state of Nevada selected Hillary Clinton as their
candidate. She won 51 percent of the popular vote which includes seven of the
nine at-large caucuses that
were supposed to be a significant asset to Barack Obama
who was endorsed by the
Culinary Union.
In fact,
Clinton has our votes as well.
We know that she is the
strongest of all of the
Democratic candidates and
will be the best person to fix
the problems that are currently affecting this country. She
is ready for the job, and I

believe that she deserves her tively affected schools that
chance to make this country a continue to be punished for
not achieving impossible goals
better place for all of us.
We did not feel as passion- for students.
Clinton has also stressed
ately about Clinton earlier in
this presidential race; we just the importance of ending the
wanted a Democrat back in war in Iraq. Her plan does not
the White House after a really call for immediate withdrawal
long eight years. But after of the troops! instead, she
working tirelessly on her cam- intends to remove troops gradpaign,
meeting
myriad ually and create stability in
Americans, hearing their sto- the region that is equally as
ries, and seeing the caucus in important as is our removal of
action, we knew the only can- troops.
didate we could support was
It is time for the United
Hillary.
States to allow Iraq to make
She has over 35 years of decisions for itself with the
experience in education, government that it created.
health
care,
and
the She is the best candidate to fix
Washington political agenda. the mistakes of this administration's deciThis long record
In fact, Clinton has
sion with the
of fighting for
war
and the
better educaour votes as well. "We
Iraqi governtion and health
know that she is the
ment. She concare for all
strongest of the
demns
the
Americans is
just one exam- Democratic candidates actions of this
war and has a
ple of why she
and will be the best
plan to fix the
would advocate
for those same person to fix the prob- mistakes that
been
issues in the lems that are currently have
made. Her plan
White House.
affecting this country.
is the best way
She has a plan
She is ready for the
to achieve these
for
universal
goals.
health care that
job.
would provide
However
coverage for the 45 million serious the issue of war, the
Americans that are currently greatest issue that we face
without it. The plan allows fox- today is the issue of the envitax credits so that families can ronment. The environment
afford the health care that and the issue of global warmthey deserve.
ing are two problems that
In addition to healthcare, must be addressed as serious
education is an issue about problems in the twenty first
which she cares very deeply. century.
Clinton's plans to improve
She has plans to reduce
early childhood education and carbon emissions, reduce
help make college more acces- greenhouse gas emissions, and
sible and affordable are goals create new jobs. Her plan
that desperately need to be involves reducing America's
achieved before more children dependence on foreign oil and
are denied the chance at an becoming more energy indeeducation that all Americans pendent. The environmental
should have. She also wants and global warming issues are
to remove the No Child Left very serious and time-sensiBehind Act that has so far tive issues facing twenty-first
been unsuccessful. Instead of century Americans. Clinton
improving the public education system, the act has negasee EFFECTIVE on page 5

'nited we stand
I'm authentic
AND
conservative!

Cartoon by Petet Kempson, Tripod Staff Cartoonist

The Trinity Tripod

Dear Jimmy

The Tripod's
Weekly

Question
Answered By
President Jones

Why should young students be motivated to
vote? Is there anyone
you are willing
to endorse in the
Presidential Primaries?

'lit/
This week's question takes me back a very long
time, to my first presidential election, in fact. My
wife and I were living in New York City.
President Nixon was running for reelection. The
Democrats could not find a reasonable alternative, so they nominated Senator McGovern at
l : 30 in the morning or some such thing. The
Vietnam War was raging. All of us who had been
such youthful idealists (our heroes were John
Kennedy, Eleanor Roosevelt, Bobby Kennedy, Dr.
King, etc., all of whom were dead) turned into
cynics of the first order. And off my wife and I
went to vote. I asked for a write-in ballot. The
blue-haired lady staffing the entrance table at an
elementary school on 102nd Street in Manhattan
looked askance at my request. My wife then told
me that I should at least tell the lady why I wanted s vrite-in ballot. I replied that I intended to
vote for Adlai Stevenson (who had run for president against Eisenhower in both. 1952 and 1956,
and who was a great orator much admired by my
grandparents). The dear blue-haired lady looked
at me in wonder and said, "But I think he is
dead." (Stevenson had in fact died in July of
1965.) I told her that he was dead to be sure, but
at least I was casting my vote on a matter of principle for the best qualified individual.
This was youthful arrogance indeed, since my
vote was really a non-vote both against the
incumbent and against his only competition.
We should all vote. Voting is our responsibility
as citizens, a privilege that I fear far too many
Americans either eschew or take for granted.
The old saw holds: "countries at the end of the
day get what they deserve." All of you who are
eligible to vote should register to vote. All of us
who are registered to vote should vote, and certainly none of us should follow my youthful example and try to vote for someone that is dead. It
bothers many of us that far too few Americans
vote in elections of all kinds today: hardly the
sort of commentary any of us would wish on our
feelings about living in a democracy where votes
do in fact matter as to who is going to govern and
when.
I learned long ago that my own prejudices
should remain between me and the voting
machine. I am still trying to sort through the
Republicans and through the Democrats, trying,
as I am certain is the case for many of us, to
decide who would best lead our country in these
troubled times.
Please send any discussion topics for
Dear Jimmy to
tripod.@trincoll.edu

Scheduling Mishap Causes Major Issues
JORDYN SIMS
OPINIONS EDITOR

and know which terminal in debating whether we were
the
Dallas-Fort
Worth going to come home for Spring
International Airport contains Break '08 our senior years of
a mini-shopping mall. We high school.
know how to sleep while simulAm I whining? Well, yes.
taneously using your suitcase Are car rides equally annoying?
as a pillow and protecting it I don't think so, but I'm sure if
from the terrorists that will you have a tendency to get carsurely plant bombs in our bags sick, a three-hour car advenshould we shut
ture could be
our eyes for just
kind of a downAm I whining? Well,
a moment. We
er. Regardless
yes. Are car rides
debate
the
of your preferequally annoying? I
ence, wheels or
weight of our
wings,
we all
don't
think
so,
but
I'm
suitcases (only
have
to
make
50 pounds or we sure if you have a tensome
pretty
get to pay anothdency to get carsick, a
s e r i o u s
er $25 in addiarrangements
three-hour car advention to our
to
get to and
already excruciture could be kind of a
from
school.
ating airfare),
downer. Regardless of
Many of us
we pray that a
these
friend can come your preference, wheels make
arrangements
get us from or wings, we all have to
very early and
Bradley so we
make
some
pretty
seriinvest a large
don't have to
amount of funds
ous arrangements to
take a cab, and
we die a little get to and from school. (whether it's
setting aside
inside
every
time we watch the flight atten- cash for gas or charging everydants pass by without giving us thing down to your two-dollar
a bag of pretzels (that only pack of gum to your credit card
would have contained about to rack up Advantage miles).
five pretzels anyways, but we So you can perhaps understand
why it makes me a little angry
lust after them still).
We book our tickets to come when my college, a college that
home for the summer in claims to cater to its students

It's January
18, 2008. I'm
sitting at my
gate
in
Chicago's
international
airport. We're
on the plane,
but of course, because it's
Chicago, we're already half an
hour past take-off time, and
naturally the lavatory just
broke. I am frantically making
phone calls, asking my father
to look up bus times on the
Internet since it's become quite
evident that I'm going to miss
the last Amtrak train for the
evening, which would result in
my missing my Metro-North
train to southern Connecticut.
Why is this kid going to New
Haven? Trinity is in Hartford.
Allow me to explain:
Getting to and from school
is always quite the adventure,
particularly for those of us who
live a fair distance away, for
example on the West Coast.
We run through airports to
make tight connections, which
are unavoidable, as there is no
direct flight from the West
Coast to Hartford. We learn to
memorize the locations of
Starbucks shops within an3r of September in an attempt to
the airports we pass through, save money and we started

see SLOPPY on page 5

Misuse.of Resources Proves Detrimental
continued from page 3

they're on break, or people
using them for their ice cream
need leadership from the instead of a cone. And don't
administration to make these get me started on the clam
changes to our campus infra- shells, or plastic containers,
structure. Student groups offered in the Cave and the
can't do it all. However, speak- Bistro. I'd estimate that a
ing of students, I think we can good 50 percent of people that
do more. While I highly eat at these places have a sitencourage everyone to recycle, down meal at the locale itself,
even when it's inconvenient, I so why not just decide
don't demand it of anyone. It's whether it's "for here" or "to
not your fault that you'd have go" and give the choice of
to go out of your
using real dishway to properly
es instead.
dispose of that I've said it before, and
Another
I'll say it again: take
can. But, you
prime example
are to blame
of the misuse of
shorter showers, or
when you throw
resources
is
just shower with a
away a bottle
individualized
friend. Also, turn off
and there's a
units of sugar
recycling bin
the lights in your
and
cream,
right next to room when you're not available
at
the trash. It's
such
places
on
there, and unplug all
time to change
campus
as
of
your appliances and Trinfo Cafe. I
these
bad
other devices when
habits — they
work there, and
are really inexI'd wager that
they are not in use cusable.
at least threeit's a great and easy
Some bad
quarters of the
way to help save the
habits, though,
waste
there
environment.
I must say, are
comes
from
made possible
those packets
by others. Chartwells is guilty and little containers. I don't
of this. While they espouse understand why these items
their Project Green Thumb can't he bought in bulk. I
campaign (yay for recycled know for a fact from my obsernapkins and reusable mugs to vations that a majority of peo"save the land"), they are also ple take at least two of each,
enablers to the offenses com- some even up to four or five, so
mitted by students and those I think it'd be smarter (and
who use our dining facilities. probably cheaper) to have a
By having things like paper mason jar full of sugar and a
cups in Mather, their unneces- quart of cream.
sary use is promoted. We've
In any case, water and
all seen employees sipping out energy conservation are
of these paper cups when important, too, and often get

ignored. T've said it b<>f'oi>..\
and I'll say it again: t a k e

shorter showers, or just shower with a friend. Also, turn off
the lights in your room when
you're not there, and unplug
all of your appliances and
other devices when they are
not in use — it's a great and
easy way to help save the
environment. Actually. Trinity
is participating in a competition with other schools in
Connecticut and around the
country (go to climatechallenge.org for more information) to see who can use the
least amount of energy in the
month of February.
Furthermore,
everyone
should remember that it's not
a bad thing to care about the
Earth or the environment.
There are many, many people
on this campus that are highly concerned with the future of
our world. The student organizations Green Campus and
ConnPIRG's Campus Climate
Challenge do a lot to help
solve these issues, so people
should make a pledge to
attend a meeting or an event
hosted by one of these groups.
You will not be alone - branch
out, try something new, even if
you're not inclined to!
Overall, I feel like we can
all pitch in and make a difference. As all of the presidential
candidates have been spouting lately, 2008 is a time for
change. The Trinity community can bring about that change
with realistic goals and a serious vision for the future.
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Trinity Bar Would Serve Sloppy Calendar Work Troubles Students
As Social Drinking Venue
continued from page 4

continued from page 3
to heed her warning, the box
would be relocated to the top of
the refrigerator where I, in my
knee-high stature, was unable to
reach it. My mother, well versed
in the power of doughnut holes,
knew that at six years old, no
mere mortal can open a box of
doughnut holes and eat only one
or two. However, every person
reading this knows what I was
thinking while I watched the
doughnut holes ascend to the top
of the fridge. "Just you wait,
Mother. When you're not here, 111
get the stepladder. Better yet, I'll
look through the couch cushions
for spare change and buy my
own!" After many stomachaches
and ruined appetites, you would
think I would have learned my
lesson. But I haven't yet, so I don't
hold out much hope. If my mother had permitted just a nosh of
glazed goodness, perhaps I would
have learned responsible eating
and would not storm off in search
of a stepladder or spare change
after each rejection.
Got the analogy yet? If you
don't, permit me to elaborate: the
average student is unable to have
one or two drinks because if some
is good, more must be better,
right? They're so excited to have
superceded the "refrigerator top"
that they're going to enjoy it all
they can. However, my mother is
not around to inform them that if
they continue to drink in such
quantities their dinner will be
rapidly approaching (in the
reverse direction, this time).
Right now, alcohol is sitting on
top of the fridge. So, we scrape up
some spare change, buy some
supplies and retire to our various
rooms and basements to have our
fill (and then some). By allowing
this pub, the school will effective-

ly be leaving the doughnut holes
on the countertop and setting an
example
of
responsibility.
Perhaps, as has been suggested, a
three-orso drink maximum may
be needed to guarantee responsible drinking. As far as I'm concerned, the prospect of being
around faculty members would be
enough to curb the alcohol
appetite of most students. More
succinctly (but slightly less eloquently), as a friend of mine put
it, "1 don't want to get fucked-up
around a bunch of my professors."
I'm not saying that I don't
overconsume on occasion or vilify
anyone for doing so. All I'm saying is that the pub provides a different type of alcohol promotion
that is far less damaging to the
health and safety of Trinity students than is currently available.
Hopefully, students will see that
it is possible to drink in moderation and remain functional. In
fact, I've been sampling some of
"the poor man's Coors Light,"
while writing this article (if it's
reflected in the writing quality, I
sincerely apologize). Lastly, as we
know from Roger in the movie
"Roger Dodger," "Alcohol has been
a social lubricant for thousands of
years." It is a means used to
achieve the end of comfortable,
enjoyable conversation. Who
wouldn't want to sit down and
have a couple Appletinis ... I
mean ... uh ... beers with his or
her favorite professor? I know I
would, I think it's a fantastic idea
... supremely fantastic.
To conclude, I'd like to borrow
from Mr. Kempson once more:
"The
Campus
Climate
Committee's report has many
good ideas for how to overcome
the difficulties that were brought
to light last year, but ultimately
we have to remember that alcohol can ... help ..."

with the utmost care and dedication, makes a careless clerical error.
Let's go back a little bit. It's
August 2007. While consulting
American Airlines' Web site,
my father asks, "Jordyn, what
day do you want to go back to
Trinity after the holiday
break?" I consult my trusty
Trinity-issued planner. "I'll go
back the 18th of January if
that's possible. That's the day
the dorms open, better to plan
to start back as soon as possible, since the weather will be
ugly that time of year," I reply.
"I don't want to miss my first
day of classes because I'm
delayed in an airport."
"Good thinking," my father
says.
"You'll have to fly
through Chicago though, it's
the only flight available that
day."
"Well," I say, "I suppose
that's just a risk we'll have to
take."
Now let's go forward. I'm
sitting in my room at school
and realize that I don't remember what day my flight is leaving to go home for holiday
break. So I consult my trusty
online
Trinity
calendar.
"January 18.
Saturday.
Residences open after 12:00
noon. Meal plan resumes with
evening meal." For the observant, you will notice that there
is something wrong here. It is
not that Trinity mistakenly
calls Mather fare a "meal" (I'm
not quite so inexperienced that
I can't tell the difference
between ravioli and cardboard,

but nice try). No, the issue is, would mean either going about
in fact, that one of those days 24 hours without food or buyis not quite like the other. ing food. Neither of these
Funny story, January 18th is a options sounded terribly
Friday.
appealing since my bank
"Darling Connecticut-resid- account is about as empty as
ing friend of mine, I have this my stomach would be if I went
little tiny favor to ask of you ... back to Trinity.
What are you doing on Friday,
So I walked to my friend's
January 17, the day before the house through the sleet and
dorms open?"
the snow, trudging over mountains and traLook,
I
versing
the
called Campus
So I walked to my
treacherous terSafety from the
of
plane when I friend's house through rain
Connecticut.
discovered that
the sleet and the
O.K., I'm kidmy
brilliant
snow, trudging over
ding. I found a
plan to get to
mountains and trashuttle
and
my
friend's
used my femihouse via train
versing the treachernine wiles to get
had
been
ous terrain of
to the Metrocrushed by a
Connecticut.
O.K.,
North station in
late departure.
New Haven in
They said I I'm kidding. I found a
time to catch
could get into
shuttle and used my
the commuter
the dorms if I
feminine wiles to get
rail. I made it;
had
nowhere
my wonderful,
to the Metro-North
else to stay.
amazing friend
Kudos to you
station [...]
and her equally
Campus Safety,
fantastic
family
fed me and
you were there for me ... this
time (though may I take this gave me a bed. Would any of
moment to thank Campus this have happened if someSafety for a fun evening walk thing as simple as a quick
down Summit St. when I had proofread against a calendar
to walk back to my room in had happened? No.
Wheaton after getting a paper
Someone, probably several
corrected on the North side of someones, somewhere forgot to
campus. I guess they were too check what day of the week
busy not watching those nice January 18 was (in case you
new safety cameras?)
hadn't caught on, it was
"But even if I did go back to Friday. The dorms opened
campus, what would I eat?" I Saturday.) We all pay an exorwondered to myself. There bitant amount of money to
was no food in my room - my attend this college every year.
roommates and I don't like I think you Trinity Web site
ants or stale chips. Waiting for gurus over yonder can afford to
my "meal" plan to kick in pause and proofread.

Along the Long Walk
In your opinion, who is the scariest presidential candidate, and why?

Effective Campaign Stances
Will Lead Clinton to Success
eign oil and become more
energy independent. She
has addressed these concerns wants America to be the
and developed a multi-compo- world's leader towards rely
nent plan that will allow ing on sustainable energy and
protecting our
America to lead
[Clinton] believes that natural treasthe world on
ures.
global warming
it is important to
Our
next
issues.
reduce America's
president will
She
has
dependence on forneed to be a
come up with a
strong leader,
plan which will
eign oil and become
and
Clinton
create
an
more energy indehas
demonentirely
new
pendent.
She
wants
strated
time
economy that
and
again
that
cannot
be
America to be the
she
will
be.
exported overworld's leader towards
She
has
seas, that will
relying on sustainable
also shown her
reduce our carsofter
side
bon emissions
energy and protecting
recently
when
drastically,
our natural treasures.
she teared up
reduce
our
before the New
green house gas
emissions and create high Hampshire primary. This
level and high paying new combination of strength and
sensitivity will make her the
jobs.
She believes that it is best candidate to be the next
important
to
reduce President of the United
America's dependence on for- States.
continued from page 3

"Hillary, because she is :
nit-picky and can't run S:
:
on her own."
f.
Rhenita Brads '08§

"Hillary. She's a bitch
and she cried while
campaigning."
George
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Hartford Citizen Slain Less than 350 Yards from Trinit/s Campus
LHJJE1AVADO
STAFF WRITER

On Sunday, Jan. 13 at approximately 615 a.m.,
the body of Efrain Nazario, 38, was discovered near
the Trinity College campus on the corner of Julius
Street and New Britain Avenue. This location is a
short walk from the Crescent Street area of campus.
Nazario, of Sigourney Street, Hartford, was discovered with multiple gunshot wounds in front of 87
New Britain Ave. After being rushed to Hartford
Hospital, Nazario succumbed to wounds in his
abdomen and buttocks and was pronounced dead at
approximately 1110 a.m.
The death was declared a homicide by the Office
of the Chief Medical Examiner. An investigation
began immediately, led by Hartford Police
Department Major Crimes Detective Dan Mui.
On January 18, Mui secured an arrest warrant for
the chief suspect, Travis Dailey, 36, of 18 Monroe St.,
Hartford and 460 South Quaker Ln., West Hartford,
Conn. Dailey was also known by his aliases: Chris
Richardson and Shawn Taylor. Already on Federal
Probation, Mui informed the United States
Marshalls that Dailey was wanted by the Hartford
Police.
He was taken into custody when he arrived for his
appointment with his Federal Probation Officer on
Wednesday, Jan. 23. As of Thursday Jan. 24, according to Hartford Police Department Web site, "Dailey
remains in custody on $1 million bond pending
arraignment in Hartford Superior Court."
Dailey has a long criminal record. In 1997, he was
arrested and convicted for a 1994 murder as well as
for conspiracy to commit murder in 1997. He was
sentenced to 10 years in prison, but only served five
years before he was released.

The motive behind the murder remains unclear.
The Hartford Courant wrote, "Efrain was found shot
twice, witnesses said, after a fight broke out on New
Britain Avenue following a party."
Unfortunately, this murder does not seem to he an
anomaly in the Hartford community. Citizens, commuters, and city officials try to make sense of the
2007 homicide rate increase as statistics show an
overall crime-rate decrease. There were a total of 32
murders last year with 8,838 total incidents.
Murders increased 33.3 percent from 2006, while
crime totals were down 15.6 percent.
Mayor Eddie Perez has chosen the "glass halffull" approach in light of the new statistics released
by the Hartford Police Department.
In his State of the City Address on Monday Jan. 7,
Perez highlighted the City's achievements over his
tenure and ensured residents that he would continue
to implement an administration committed to attaining an improved quality of life throughout Hartford.
Perez also promises to increase the Police Force to
500 officers. He was inaugurated to his third term
the day he delivered these prospective plans.
Police Chief Daryl Roberts has also been on a
Public Relations campaign since the 2007 crime figures were released. He wrote an editorial in The
Hartford Courant and gave an exclusive interview to
WFSB on Sunday, Jan. 20.
Roberts explained, "There were fewer shooting
incidents and fewer shooting victims [in 2007 than in
2006]. [...] Few of these [murders] were random, but
rather were committed by people involved with
gangs, domestic disputes, drug purchases and sales
or other criminal activities."
Hartford has already seen three murders this
year. Two of the suspects are thought to be acquaintances with their victims. For instance, Becky

Ramos, 29, was killed on Saturday, Jan. 12 on
Waterford Street behind Batchelder Elementary
School.
The suspect, Matthew Boutilier, 28, has not been
seen since the incident. Ramos and Boutilier were
acquaintances, and their girlfriends were friends.
Ramos left behind two children, one only four months
old.
Hartford citizens are increasingly worried by the
violence. "I don't know," an anonymous Hartford resident explained. "Every time I hear one of these stories it seems to be closer and closer." The recent murder of Nazario certainly brought the issues closer to
the Trinity campus, making Hartford violence a visible truth and viable fear for students.
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Obama, McCain Win in Trinity Mock Election Trendy Zipcars
Could Arrive
in Few Weeks
COURTNEY CREGAN
COPY EDITOR

Barack Obama, Democratic Senator
from Illinois, and John McCain,
Republican Senator from Arizona, won
a mock primary held at Trinity College
on Thursday Jan. 24.
Reporters from several Hartford
news organizations arrived at Trinity to
witness and report on the mock primary, which was organized by Professor
of Political Science Clyde McKee.
Unfortunately, because of state restrictions, the election was held on the first
week that students returned to campus
and word did not spread much further
than McKee's classrooms. However,
despite the publicity snag, 112 votes
had been cast by the end of the day.
"I think 112 people is a significant
achievement. I think some people might
say it was a good turn out because it
was held so early into the semester. In
the last student election, only 29 percent of the student body voted," McKee
said of the turnout.
Along with students, other members
of the Trinity community, and several
media crews, the Washington Room
was abuzz with local politicians.
Secretary of State Susan Byziewicz, the
State Chairman of the Connecticut
Republican Party Christopher Healey,
the State Chairman of the Connecticut
Democratic Party Nancy DiNardo, City
Clerk of Hartford Dan Carey,
Republican Deputy Registrar Salvatore
Bramante, and Democrat Deputy
Registrar Marie Hamilton all arrived to
motivate students to vote and offer
them the opportunity to register.
Once the voting was shut down, the
results were displayed on a Powerpoint
presentation. Of the 112 votes, 81 were

for Democratic candidates and 32 were
for Republicans. Obama won by a significant margin, receiving support of
almost half of the participants and garnering 50 votes. Clinton came in second
with 20 votes, and Senator John
McCain (R-AZ) came in a close third
place with 15 votes.
Because only a small fraction of the
Trinity community showed up, the
importance of the mock primary was
questioned, as well as its legitimacy in
acting as a survey of the political leanings of Trinity.
In response to these doubts McKee
explained the three reasons the mock

primary was held, "One: to alert the
people of Connecticut there will be an
election on Feb. 5. Two: to attack political apathy. Three-' to familiarize the
people of Trinity with the new election
machine." The lack of political interest
among students is a concern, and
KRISTEN CARLSON
McKee said that young people tend to
NEWS WRITER
be missing "valuable opportunities"
which will affect the "future of democThe
Student
Government
racy."
Association (SGA) and the Trinity
After the results were displayed, the College administration have closely colsecond part of the event commenced laborated in recent weeks to discuss the
with speeches delivered by several possibility of bringing two Zipcars to
campus for student use. Students and
administrators have voiced opinions
see POLITICIANS page 8
about the arrival of Zipcars at Trinity
College, a program successfully
launched at several colleges and universities throughout the country.
Zipcar, founded in Cambridge, Mass,
in 1999, is a car-sharing company that
provides members with car rental privileges on an hourly or daily basis. SGA
Vice President of Finance Beth Frazier
'08 cited the use of Zipcars at schools
such as Bates, Colby, and other schools
in the NESCAC when discussing the
of bringing the program to
• Obama possibility
Trinity.
According to SGA Senator-at-Large
• Clinton
and Campus Infrastructure Committee
McCain Head Krystal Ramirez 10 [a Tripod
staff member], the SGA decision to use
two
Zipcars was "unanimously passed
® Other R
in favor," reflecting how beneficial the
•Other D SGA anticipates their use will be to the
student body. Dean of Students
Frederick Alford and Director of
Strategic Projects David Andres have
been similarly supportive of the decision
and integral in addressing many logistical concerns that the program yields.

Results of Trinity Mock Primary

see ZIPCARS on page 8
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Trinity Students Show Support for Sen, Clinton | Drop-outs
Leave SGA
Openings
continued from page 1

Hampshire Primary, I can say
that this particular event was
somewhat more subdued than
others," she said. "Today however, I was pleasantly surprised to see a number of
Trinity students (be they supporters or not) turn out to hear
Hillary speak and to give her a
chance to make her case to
them."
The opportunity to see such
a prominent political figure
speak so close to campus is
rare, and it drew both supporters and those simply interested
in politics. Students reported
having seen attendees who did
not support Clinton being
calmed and removed by security.
"Senator Clinton spoke
more quietly than usual and
addressed the audience with
the kind of voice that beckons
them to listen carefully and to
share their thoughts," Frazier
said.
"It was a good speech," said
Elizabeth O'Connell '10. "She's
a lot better in person than I
thought she'd be. She came
across really well. I thought it
was interesting that she never
mentioned Trinity College
once. Considering Trinity
helped to build the Learning
Corridor, you'd think that in
her articulation of the need to
improve public education, she
might mention the positive
impact Trinity has had on the
Hartford community," she followed.
Clinton spoke about her
plans for universal pre-kindergarten, as well as plans to help
parents before they send their
children to school. "When it
comes to education," she said,
"I want parents to invest more
in their children. Home is a
child's first school, parents are
child's first teacher." Clinton
pledged that, if elected, she
would dismantle President
George Bush's "No Child Left
Behind" program. "Education
is not just about our children
taking tests," she said, "but
unlocking their imaginations
and their potentials."

"I thought that she was a
very eloquent speaker and I
was happy she didn't spend
time speaking out against
Barack Obama," said David
Allen '09, a Clinton supporter.
"I feel that the feud the two
have had over the past couple
weeks has taken away from
their campaigns. However,
today reaffirmed, in my opinion at least, that Hillary is the
candidate with the most experience."
Clinton's speech received
much positive response from
the gathered crowd. When
talking about helping families
raise their children and making college more affordable,
many in the crowd were visibly
excited by these possibilities.
At any utterance of improvement for children, one mother
in the crowed would raise her

young daughter into the air,
which resulted in more
applause. The student gathering was also as enthusiastic
about education issues, especially when promising to
improve federal financial aid,
including the possibility of
paying back student loans in
proportion to your post-graduate income and the possibility
of checking in on private student loan companies.
"I thought she was a relatively engaging speaker, but
her speech was eerily reminiscent of a lot of her other campaign speeches and there were
definitely a few lines that I
have heard from her before,"
said Bryce Blum '10, an Obama
supporter. "I didn't really hear
much from her that I hadn't
heard before until she got to
the brief question and answer
section. She did a very good job
of answering the domestic policy questions, and was tactfully
vague about the Iraq and foreign policy questions."
In an anecdote likely
intended to hit the right chords
with college students and
happy
Connecticutians,
Clinton recalled some of her
favorite memories of times in
Connecticut, specifically driving through the state with husband, former President Bill
Clinton, in his beat-up car
while at Yale Law School. "The
story was very smartly included," said Blum. "It helped her
relate with many of the working class audience members
while simultaneously referencing her exceptionally high level
of education."
"As always, I left today's
rally
feeling
remarkably
refreshed," said Frazier. "As
someone who values and loves
politics, I find any opportunity
to be a part of something larger than myself a rare and wonderful thing. I intend to go out
every day for the next week
and fight for someone I believe
has the potential to bring this
country to a better place, and I
was overjoyed today at the
chance to see and hear someone I admire greatly so close to
Trinity."
In her introduction, Wyman
spoke of her desire to see
Clinton in the White House.
"Some people want the job of
president," she said. "Some
people want to do the job of
president. Hillary will do the
job of president."
"We can do this," Clinton
said. "There is so much yearning in our country to be a part
of something bigger than ourselves. We can provide a really
positive view of our future
together and we can ask everybody to be a part of it. It's not
just about electing a president
and
passing
legislation
through Congress. It's about
what all of us can do."
Clinton failed to sway some
undecided voters, who found
her speech to be similar to others she has recently given. "I
thought her speech was long-

winded," said Thu Danh '08.
"Not only that, but it was very
redundant. [...] However, I did
find her answers to the different questions that were asked
to be extremely informative.
[...] By no means does this visit
from Senator Clinton sway my
vote. At this moment, I am still
on the fence. Personally, I
think that most of the
Democratic nominees are very
similar."
After finishing her initial
speech, Clinton took questions
from the crowd. A few Trinity
students were fortunate to be
called on by the Senator.
Questions from the crowd
included
inquiries
about
Americans being seen as con-

querors of humanity, rather
than imperialists, her plans for
global warming, and the economic stimulus package, which
she thinks is not creative
enough. "Not only did she
explain her position on global
warming and on education, but
she also elaborated on how to
achieve the goals that her campaign preaches," said Danh.
Clinton spoke of her plans to
meet with other carbon-emission countries to decide on a
serious course of action to deal
with global warming. Many
students waited to greet the
senator personally, taking pictures with her and asking her
to autograph her campaign
posters.

continued from page 1

elected to fill the senator seats
this winter may also consider
running for president as they
gain experience over the next
few months. Pedro explained,
"Additionally, it's possible for
members of the Class of 2010
to run for office." While it
appears that the lack of
incumbent senators for the
Class of 2009 could be a problem, Pedro is confident that,
ultimately, it will not be an
issue.
The election for the Spring
semester is fast approaching.
With three open seats for the
Class of 2009, and one senator-at-large position open, the
election will most likely bring
about changes in the student
body representation — changes
that many students feel are
very necessary.
Daniel
Zauderer '10 plans to run for a
senator position. Promoting
his campaign via Facebook,
Zauderer has expressed some
bold and contentious opinions.
He stated that his interest in
running stems from his dissatisfaction with the current SGA
j and their "failure [to] take into
account the interests of every
student possible and to represent those interests equally in
the formulation of policy." He
charged the SGA with a failure
to effectively communicate
with the student body. This
came the same day that the
SGA launched their new Web
site. Through promotion across
campus, the concern over a
lack of communication might
diminish, as the SGA hopes.
Pedro is confident in the
potential candidates for office.
He stated, "In the coming
months I'm sure that talented
people will step up and that
we'll have a promising selection of people running for SGA
president and for the other
executive positions."
Elections for the vacant
seats will be held on
Erin Caner
Wednesday. For a list of candiTop: Beth Frazier '08 cheers enthusiastically for Senator Hillary Clinton.
Bottom: Clinton addresses the crowd, which included many Trinity students. dates, see page 9.

Jan. 21 - Jan. 28

THE CAMPUS SAFETY REPORT
Monday, Jan. 21
Allen Place

Saturday, J a n . 26
Summit Street

A female student traveling A student returning to his
on Allen Place in her car car parked on. Summit
encountered
another Street discovered that the
female student uncon- passenger window had
scious and in a severe state been broken, and the inof intoxication. Campus dash stereo system had
stolen.
Campus
Safety was called subse- been
quently and the student Safety was notified, and
was transported to the the incident is now under
by
the
Hartford Hospital ER for investigation
Hartford
Police
further evaluation and
treatment.
Department.

Saturday, J a n . 26
Wheaton Dormitory
Officers responded to a complaint of marijuana odor by a
Resident
Assistant
in
Wheaton. Although no evidence was found, a strong
odor of marijuana was
detected and all the students
were referred to the Dean of
Student's Office. The incident is now under investigation by the Hartford Police
Department.
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Insurance Complications Small Turnout Seen at Mock Primary
Delay Arrival of Zipcars
continued from page 6

continued from page 6
Alford has concentrated on the
feasibility of Zipcars for student use. There are potential
liability concerns including the
College's responsibility to protect students. "We are currently in the process of having our
insurance broker speak to the
other schools' risk managers
and are^ hopeful that we can
bring the program here," said
Alford. "However, we can't put
either the College or students
who use the cars in a position
we know to be risky."
Included in the membership
agreement of the Zipcar program is the necessary insurance to operate the vehicles,
any required maintenance, and
fuel. In contrast with other carsharing companies, which do
not allow those under 21 years
of age to operate their cars,
Zipcar is innovative in that it
only requires its users to be
valid driver's license holders of
at least 18 years of age, presenting Zipcars as a viable
option to the many underclassmen who are not allowed to
park cars on campus.
As with many small campus
settings, student parking can
pose significant difficulty and
frustration. Katie Pierce '11
noted her support of the program in how it would "reduce
the amount of cars brought to
campus by Trinity students."
David Dessau '11 also commented that if the necessary
obstacles are overcome in
bringing the cars to campus, "I
am sure that [the program]
would be an extremely valuable
addition to student life on campus, [and] would provide students without cars an easier
alternative to getting around
campus and going to places
nearby."
SGA President Andrew
Pedro '08 also recognized how
the program could provide a
good alternative transportation
method, and one that is environmentally friendly as well.
Thus, the SGA and College
administration "are working to
bring two eco-friendly hybrids
to campus in order to increase
students'
transportation
options, while also minimizing
their impact on the environment."

Citing a main objective of
the program as affordability to
interested students, SGA
Parliamentarian and Senator
for the class of 2009 Nathan
Kirschbaum '09 noted, "The
potential cost of having two
Zipcars on campus (which is
our plan) would be approximately $15,000 a year. The
SGA has agreed to cover one
third of this potential cost and
the Dean of Students Office has
agreed to cover the remaining
two thirds of the potential
cost." The price students pay to
use the vehicles will go towards
this cost.
Kirschbaum acknowledges
that affordability for students
in important. Though the price
to students is still being negotiated, the SGA has indicated the
hourly rate will most likely be
between $6 and $8 following
the membership registration
fee of approximately $35.
According to Andres, the Zipcar
program's relationship with the
College will be "best described
colloquially as a business partnership. Students will interact
directly with Zipcar for the vast
majority of the process [...]
Students register to become
members of the Zipcar program
and rent vehicles 'on-demand'
following an hourly or daily fee
schedule. The vehicles are at
all times the property of
Zipcar." As Trinity has "not yet
entered into any agreement
with Zipcar, [...] many of the
finer program details are still
to be determined." This type of
car usage was delineated by
Kirschbaum as "a beautiful
thing," in that the cars "are
computerized and connected to
the Internet. When you want
one, you simply go online,
schedule a time, and then use
your Zipcar ID to open the
doors, get in, and start driving.
It should be that easy."
Though some aptly-named
"speed-bumps" must be crossed
before Zipcars can arrive, the
SGA and the College administration have addressed many
concerns and are worldng to
expedite
the
process.
Kirschbaum praised administration officials who "are doing
their best to make this happen.
I think they too see the value
that this will bring to the
Trinity campus."

mylileinbrooklyn.com

Trinity students may soon spot Zipcars, such as this one around, campus.

prominent Connecticut politicians. The speeches outlined
their goals and recent political
gains, highlighted the importance of voting in elections and
included a little friendly competition.
President of the Trinity
Democratic
Club
Kate
Koppelman '08 kicked off the
speeches
by
introducing
DiNardo, the first female chair
in the history of the State
Democratic Party. In keeping
with the theme of the event,
DiNardo told the story of the
successful campaign and consequent
election
of
Congressman Joe Courtney.
DiNardo attributed Courtney's
success to the collective effort
of students at the University of
Connecticut who personally
registered 1,500 students on
their campus to vote and
arranged for transportation to
the local voting station.
Almost 1,000 students showed
up, increasing election participation on the campus by an
astounding
700
percent.
Ultimately, Courtney won by a
mere 83 votes, proving how a
motivated group of students
can change the face of an election. "I encourage you to
become involved in this
process," DiNardo concluded.
President of the Republican
Club Reid Vineis '10 introduced the next speaker,
Healey. "As chairman, he has
breathed new life into the
Party, with great success,"
Vineis declared.
Healey related the story of
his first experience casting a
vote as an anxious, yet excited
young man, contributing his
vote to support the unsuccessful election of Republican.
Gerald Ford in the Presidential
Campaign of 1976.

Healey acknowledged his
party's significant loss in
Trinity's mock election. "As the
mock election results show,
Obama has struck a chord with
some younger people, but I
always say that it's after students start having to pay the
bills that
they
become
Republicans," Healey said,
laughing.
Dean of Students Frederick
Alford
then
introduced
Byziewicz. "Clearly she's on
the side of the angels, and
we're glad that she's here,"
Alford said of Byziewicz after
enumerating
her
many
achievements, including her
efforts to protect small businesses and victims of violence
and domestic abuse. Alford
concluded by requesting that
students recognize the importance of voting in the upcoming
presidential election. "Your
voices are needed. This is a
critical election," he said.
Following her introduction,
Byziewicz discussed how
when she took office she decided to devote a significant
amount of energy to transforming the voter profile,
which she explained was 20
percent 20-yearold voters and
80 percent 80-year-old voters.
In order to obtain this objective, Byziewicz visited over
250 schools in Connecticut,
personally registering students to vote.
Thus far, she has been
incredibly successful. Although
historically young people have
had an embarrassingly low
voter turnout, since November
2007, more than 20,000 new
voters in Connecticut have registered to vote, suggesting that
this next generation of voters
may not be as apathetic or
inactive as those past. "We are
starting to see more young people turning out to vote,"

Bysiewicz proclaimed.
Although Byziewicz outlined several election reforms
that she would like to see
passed, she was especially passionate about the passage of
legislation to allow 17-yeaiolds who will be eligible to vote
in the general election to vote
in the Primaries. This idea was
brought to her by a group of
high school students at a
school she had visited. She
argued that they should also
be able to play a hand in the
election of their president,
especially considering that
young Americans can enlist in
the Army at age 17. "We ought
to allow these young people to
participate in the election of
the president who will be making decisions about Iraq and
A f g h a n i s t a n , "Byziewicz
argued. The legislation did not
pass in 2007, but Byziewicz
hopes it will pass before the
next election.

The event concluded with
an open-mic forum for students to defend their favorite
candidates. Amanda Tramont
'10 spoke for Democratic candidate
Hillary
Clinton,
imploring listeners to "vote
for Clinton for a change that
will benefit all," and Tracy
Wright '08 argued in favor of
Democratic candidate Barack
Obama, proclaiming that
"Obama's experience is rooted
in the real lives of real people,
and his experience will bring
real results if we have the
courage to change."
Despite the small turnout,
McKee considered the mock
election to be a success. He
said, "My hope would be that
[...] in five or 10 years, Trinity
College has a national reputation as a place where politics
and democracy are taken seriously and students are
activists."

Intercollegiate Update
University of Hartford

Yale University

Quinnipiac University

The University was awarded a
$1.33 million, three-year grant
from the Afghanistan Ministry of
Higher Education, funded by the
World Bank. The goal of the grant
is to enhance work with Herat
University in Afghanistan by brining 16 Herat faculty members to
Hartford to earn their Master's
degrees.

President of Yale Richard Levin
spoke at the University of
Copenhagen on climate change.
Yale has reduced its greenhouse gas
emissions by 17 percent since
2005, when it committed to reducing the level of emissions. The
speech is the first in a series to prepare for the 2009 United Nations'
climate summit in Denmark.

This fall, Quinnipiac University
purchased the Blue Cross Blue
Shield campus in North Haven,
Conn. The campus will be the site
of a new Graduate Education
Center starting in 2009. The
North Haven campus is the third
campus of the University; the
other two are located in Hamden,
Conn.

Tufts University

Universify of Connecticut

Wesley an University

Tufts will extend the replacement
of loans with scholarships to all
undergraduates whose annual family income is below $40,000. The
policy began with the Class of
2011, creating the most socio-economically diverse class at Tufts.
This is similar to Amherst
College's recent decision to replace
all loans with scholarships.

A committee at the University of
Connecticut has decided to stop
using trays in one of its dining
halls during the month of
February to calculate the reduction
in water usage. This environmentally-friendly experiment includes
collecting and measuring food
waste in the dining hall to see if
this also lowers waste.

Wesleyan University recently
decided to open an Athletics Hall
of Fame this spring for members of
the Wesleyan community, including athletes, coaches, and others
who provided a service to sports at
Wesleyan. This is relatively
unprecedented among NESCAC
schools, as only two of of the 11
have a Hall of Fame.
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Candidates for Student Government Association Elections
Class of 2009 Senators
Candidates, 3 Open Spots

Class of 2010 Senator
Candidates, 1 Spot Open
Roger
Breum

Randy
Gretz

David
KimballStanley

David
Dayes '08

Daniel
Taylor 10

Melissa
Litwack

Jennifer
Zhang 11

Daniel
Zauderer

Nathan
Kirschbaum

J.T.
McLain

Budget Committee
Candidates, 1 Spot Open

WenQi
Zhao 10

One Candidate for One Open
Senator-at-Large SpotTheodora Curtis '10

STUDENT
Looking for a little publicity
for your upcoming1 event (

\ i\
Q; Who?
A: All Trinity College Seniors

now offers
ers ad
act space
at a special discounted rate lor

Q: What?
A: FREE Champagne h Dessert Reception

student groups and
organizations.

Q: When?
A: Thursday, February 7th from 7:00pm - 9:00pm
Q: Where?

For information and rates,
please contact W$t €tip®h at

tripod@trincoll. ecki

A: Hamlin Hall
Q: Why?
A: To welcome you back for your final semester at Trinity
and to help support the Senior Class Gift.
Any questions please contact:
Matthew W.GIasz'04
Assistant Director of Annual Giving/
Senior Class Gift Program Coordinator
(860) 297-5334
matthew.alas2@trincoll.edu

1;
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Other
Candidates

DEMOCRATIC PARTY

ELECTION

The Tripod Endorses
Barack Obama
••-."'Mi.u

Ronme\

Clinton

Mike
Huckabee

John
Edwards

GrlilHEUli

Mike
"Gravel

' don
Paul
Democratic and
Republican primaries and
caucuses continue until the
National Conventions in
August and September. In
each issue, the Tripod will
publish a profile of a candidate still in the running as
well as weekly updates on
the elections.

As "Super Tuesday" (Tuesday, Feb. 5) and a
slew of presidential primaries approach,
Democrats face a difficult decision. On Tuesday,
Jan. 22, members of The Trinity Tripod staff caucused to officially endorse a Democratic candidate, in the hope that our selection process might
help readers make their own choice. Following
this caucus in Mather Hall, the collective members of the Tripod staff voted Illinois Senator
Barack Obama as their Democratic nominee for
the 2008 Presidential Election.
A charismatic speaker who
presents solid values, Obama is
often criticized for his inexperience. However, the Tripod
believes his relative inexperience
is one of his greatest strengths.
He is young, vigorous, and has
yet to turn bitter from a lifetime
of compromising and deal-making. And he is more in touch with
the interests of a generation that
the majority of the other candidates have neglected. With a
campaign rooted in change,
Obama has attracted and excited
younger voters unlike any other
recent candidate.
Obama offers more than
comprehensive solutions for
America's issues. Unlike Hillary
Clinton's proposal, Obama's
health
care
plan
gives
Americans options for more
affordable health insurance
without infringing upon the
decision-making capabilities of
his constituents. Rather than
simply mandating health care,
which siphons funds from all citizens, Obama offers choice. One
can choose whether or not to
invest in his newly-affordable
health care options. Obama
understands the importance of
fulfilling the individual needs of
his voters without overextending his role as a leader.
Obama has pledged, and
demonstrated, his dedication to
obtaining the energy independence of the United States. He
has aggressive proposals to raise
Corporate
Average
Fuel
Economy (CAPE) standards and
reduce our national emissions by
80
percent
by
2050.
Furthermore, he seeks to double
research and development funding for clean energy, targeting
American innovation at one of
the fastest growing problems
facing modern day America.
He will also work towards
responsibly
removing
the
American presence in Iraq in a
safe and timely manner. While
some have criticized this policy
as vague, it is actually considerate and realistic. By refusing to
be tied down to an exact time
table, Obama allows himself the
necessary flexibility to remove
troops as quickly as possible
while taking into account the
instability of the Iraqi government. He also plans to involve
the United Nations in helping
Iraq to hold a conference to

rebuild their government, as
opposed to current President
Bush's much more United
States-focused
involvement.
More to the point, Obama is the
only Democratic candidate
remaining that has actively
opposed the war from the beginning, which shows a great deal
about his foresight and ability to
think through a situation in a
moment of crisis.
The United States economy
has suffered in the recent past.
By simplifying our tax codes and
closing up loopholes for wealthy
Americans, Obama will provide
an economic plan that will not
only benefit the middle class,
but that will also promote a
more positive global economic
interaction,
paired
with
improved trade policies.
One of the most appealing
aspects of Obama's bid for the
presidency is strong bipartisanship, which helps explain why
he polls so well among independents and moderate Republicans
across the country. With this
level of broad-based support, he
becomes an even more formidable
opponent
that
any
Republican would be hardpressed to defeat in the general
election.
Whereas
Hillary
Clinton seems to antagonize
large sections of the electorate,
Obama stands out as the candidate that could transform politics by working with leaders
from both parties to finally end
the gridlock surrounding tough
issues such as immigration. He
has established a solid plan to
address this politically divisive
subject. His plan not only preserves the work force that immigrants provide, but also clarifies
and simplifies the current dysfunctional path to citizenship.
Finally, Obama's inspirational speaking goes well beyond
mere oratory skill. This is a man
who truly believes that he can do
what is best for his country - our
country. With his outstanding
ability and willingness to move
beyond
partisanship
and
Clinton's old-guard style of divisive politics in favor of a strong,
united government, his refusal
to shy away from tough subjects,
his honesty, and his modernizing
solutions, Obama is by far the
most qualified nominee for both
the Democratic candidacy and
for the presidency.

www.BarackObama.com

Join in the political debate! Cast a v<
the Tripod Online Poll and let your vc
Online Political f
Visit www.trinitytrif

Petty Politics, Squabbles Di
In a campaign of personality conflicts, is this
Feeling jaded by the 2008
presidential election already?
Wary of how intense the competition is 10 months before
Election Day? At the Tripod
we see where you are coming
from.
It has been hard to feel
good about any single candidate at times, with each
smearing the others' campaigns in displays of ugly
party infighting that does not
make our bi-partisan system
seem "bi" at all, but rather,
every man for himself.
Hopefully, when the primary
season is over and the nation
can look to one solid candidate
from each major side (which,

at time of publication, might
be the case), this bickering
will stop. But we feel as if
Senator Obama isn't going to
want to be sitting next to
Senator Clinton at any
Senate function any time
soon. And on the Republican
side, we may worry that one
candidate is too old, one is
too religious, and one is
falling too far behind to be a
viable option. Simply put,
some of us at the Tripod see
that there are no candidates
right now that we feel comfortable supporting. And we
believe that many of our
readers share our sentiments.
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How the Primary and Caucus Systems Work:
Elections to nominate candidates in the United States usually f
party and state can decide which system they would prefer usinj
tion. To receive the official party nomination, a candidate mu;
egates and superdelegates) to send to their respective National
date at will; delegates pledge their, support based on the results
Primaries involve registered voters submitting their vote via
machine. Tbe primary can be open (where an individual can v
iation), closed (where individuals can only vote within their
must vote within their registered parties while unaffiliated vot<

Caucuses are a more complex system and can vary depending c
holds the first caucus of the presidential nomination process:
precinct, hear campaigning by each candidate, and then make
stand in candidate-designated areas of the meeting room to s
required percent of supporters, he or she is no longer eligible 1
ers must select another candidate or abstain from voting. Del*
For more information on elections, visit your state governmer
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The Tripod Endorses
John McCain

m^lS^^^K^^^Hl^i^^^P^

It is said that to measure a man's success one
need not look at what he has accomplished, but
what he has overcome. Arizona Senator John
McCain has overcome a great deal. He has faced
waves of criticism from within his own party for
breaking with the leadership. He has triumphed
over great personal challenges, as a Senator, and
as a Presidential nominee. But most importantly,
McCain has overcome the difficulties that arise
when one must choose between which is not politically correct and that which is morally correct.

www.JohnMcCain.com

Cast a vote for your candidate in
2t your voice be heard at the Tripod
Political forum.
trinitytripod.com

ss Disillusion Young Voters
3, is this race even about the issues any more??
Candidates
emphasize
their difference from the rest
of the pack rather than their
platform. They promote these
differences instead of their
personal beliefs and plans
that should set them up in
voters' minds as worthy candidates. The issues, after all,
are of the utmost importance.
These are, of course, tied to
any candidate, but we become
wary when the individual
becomes more dominating
than the stances he or she
takes. And we feel that that is
the way this election has been
heading.

tivity or apathy. Barring any
type of commercialized MTVtype call to vote, there is little
excuse for not caring. If, upon
close examination, you find
that there is no candidate you
can support, then don't vote
for any of them. Many states
allow abstaining, so why not
embrace that option? It is your
obligation to honor the democratic process you've been
granted, even if it is through
written abstention. You can
still have your voice heard
without supporting a single
candidate. And there is no
excuse for not being heard.
• our
After
all, if you don't vote, you
sentiWhile we "endorse" indecican't
complain.
sion, we do not endorse inaclight
sring
as if
ng to
ct to
any
time
lican
t one
tie is
le is
be a
put,
d see
dates
conr
.d we

res usually follow one of two systems: primaries or caucuses. Each
prefer using, as well as the dayon which they will hold their elecvdidate must win a certain amount of delegates (made up of delvre National Convention. Superdelegates can choose their candii the results from their state's caucus or primary.
ir vote via a secret ballot, usually through an electronic voting
/idual can vote for any candidate regardless of their political affllithin their registered parties), or semi-closed (where individuals
filiated voters can choose any party).
lepending on the state and the party. In Iowa, for example* which
on process, Republicans gather at public meeting areas in their
then make their decision by a secret ballot. Democrats, however,
y room to show their support. If a candidate does not meet the
jer eligible for candidacy in that precinct, and his or her support/oting- Delegates are assigned for each precinct.
government's Web site.

Super Tuesday

REPUBLICAN PARTY

On Tuesday, Feb. 5,
voters in 24 states, one
territory,
and
one
Democratic organization
will vote, either in a primary or a caucus, for their
presidential nominee.
Super Tuesday controls
52 percent of Democratic
delegates and 41 percent
of Republican delegates,
making it an influential
day for candidates in both
parties.
The following states
will be holding a primary
or caucus on Feb. 5:
Both Parties:
Alabama
Alaska (caucus)
I Arizona
Arkansas
California
Colorado (caucus)
Connecticut
Delaware
Georgia
Illinois
Massachusetts
Minnesota (caucus)
Missouri
New Jersey
New York
North Dakota (caucus)
Oklahoma
iTennessee
Utah

Concerning perhaps the encouraging government assismost important conflict of our tance with workers affected by
era, the war in Iraq, McCain has outsourcing.
Mitt Romney would be a
been unflinching in a position
that, while unpopular, is a well-equipped administrator to
strong military strategy. He sup- help America's economy. Yet, his
ported the troop surge and now, other policies are in lock step
months after its implementa- with George Bush. He supports
tion, we are seeing Iraq with its drilling in Artie National
lowest levels of violence since Wildlife Refuge, "doubling
the invasion in 2003. Iraqis are Guantanamo," and water boardstanding against al-Qaeda and ing, if it is not called torture.
radical Islamists, training mem- And Romney's views on social
bers of their security forces, and issues align with President
working towards political recon- George Bush's conservatism: he
ciliation. Yet when it was pro- would overturn Roe v. Wade and
posed Senator McCain was criti- support a gay marriage ban.
cized from both the left and
Our next President will
members of his own party. inherit a global war on terror, a
Nevertheless, McCain stood fast rising deficit, and a polarized
in his support of the surge.
population. These challenges
McCain faced heavy fire call for real solutions and
when Congress attacked immi- straight talk, not fanciful thinkgration reform. Some wanted ing or inexperience.
If McCain is elected the
full deportation of illegals,
Republican
Presidential candidenial of benefits, and the elimination of a guest-worker pro- date, we can expect him to pergram. McCain, on the other form no differently in the White
hand, supported a bipartisan House than he has during his
effort that was both comprehen- lengthy career. McCain would
sive and compassionate. McCain not shrink from the great chaldid not give in to employers that lenges, but tackle them with the
tried to take advantage of hard same determination and resolve
he held for years. He would do
working immigrants.
what
is right for America, as he
McCain has waged many
has
time
and time again.
tough political battles throughout his illustrious career, yet he
has always remained steadfast
in his positions. The Senator
took on the tobacco industry in
1998, forcing them to implement
IS
anti-youth smoking campaigns.
McCain has promised to cut
pork barrel spending, an
unwieldy political tool.
Now, during his presidential
campaign, McCain has continued to battle. In the summer of
2007, almost all pundits agreed
that McCain's campaign was
effectively over. But McCain
stuck to his principles, his messages, and the voters of New
Hampshire and South Carolina
proved the punditry wrong.
McCain's opinions may not
always be full of pleasantries
and promises, but they are
always truthful. For example, he
told voters in Michigan that
automotive jobs shipped over
seas are not coming back. While
this might not be want many
autoworkers wanted to hear, we
e
have to be honest in addressing
problems. So instead of making
false promises, McCain proposed
lowering trade barriers and

Democrats Only:
American Samoa
Democrats Abroad
Idaho (caucus)
Kansas (caucus)
New Mexico (caucus)
Republicans Only:
Montana
[West Virginia

Top 5

5 o Vote or Die! What do you think
that means?

_ - If you don't vote for Obama,
you're racist, if you don't vote for
Clinton, you're sexist, and if you
don't vote for McCain, you're ageisL
8 • Because Mike Robinson '08
didn't vote and look where he
ended up.
2s. Because they have amazing
candy at thebooths ~ we hear.
I If you don't, you totally don't
get to celebrate Independence Day.
Seriously.
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Rock Band Proves More
Stirring Than You Think
ED WALTERS
SENIOR EDITOR

This is where the game gets
interesting.
You can
either launch into a
description of your activities, which the other person
probably doesn't want to hear, or
you can do this:

After a particularly inspiring cover of "Gimme Shelter"
by the Rolling Stones, Carver
Diserens '08 leaned back on
the bluish fire-retardant couch
and scowled: "Personally? I
TS2- Eh, not much. Hung
hate it. I don't ever ask anyone out at home a bit. Traveled
that question. But it doesn't some. But it feels great to be
really make a difference. back!
They'll ask you. You can't
TSl' Same! See you around!
escape it."
TS2- Yeah!
Ben Luikart '08, roommate
and fellow band member,
Hellish. Absolutely hellish.
politely disagreed, "I sort of like It's conversations like this that
it. I mean, sometimes you real- make me fear cocktail parties,
ly do want to know how some- cubicles, and the Long Walk.
one's break was." He rubbed Perhaps a good part of the probthe blisters on hid fingers that lem is simply that we already
he had recently developed as know what much of our loose
our drummer. "I went skydiv- social network has been up to
ing and traveled to Colombia. from Facebook. Or perhaps it's
That's
worth
simply that a
talking about, I
good chunk of
Though we were playthink."
human interactions are ritualing Rock Band, a game
Though we
istic. Either way,
were
playing more than worthy of its
for lack of anyRock Band, a
own Features article,
thing better to do
game more than
we were talking about a with my time, I
worthy of its
decided to keep
own Features
different (though stuctrack
of how
article in the
turally similar) game.
many times over
Tripod, we were
the past week
talking about a
You've probably heard
I've had the
different
of it. It's called the
"How was your
(though struc"How was your break?" break?" converturally similar)
sation.
The
game.
You've
game.
number?
137.
probably heard
of it. It's called the "How was That is grotesque. Assuming
your break?" game. Or as I like each conversation took on averto call it, the, "I'd rather drive age 45 seconds, the total amount
nails into my ears than ask you of time wasted playing this
how your break was and game exceeds one and a half
receive a real answer" game. It hours.
plays out something like this-'
Though this doesn't seem
like much time wasted, it means
Trinity Student One (TSl)- that someone out there is that
Hey! How was your break?
much farther away from a cure
Trinity Student Two (TS2)- for cancer. All because of this
Great! How was yours?
inane game built on the frail
TSl- Great! Thanks for
asking. What did you do?
see DON'T on page 14
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TRIPOD
SEXPERT

Let's
, talk about
s e x ,
Bantams! That's right, S-E-X.
Sex can be good, and sex can be
great, but sometimes sex can
get boring. Perhaps your partner just doesn't know how to
push your buttons, or maybe
you've let yourself get into a rut.
You've got to mix things up
every now and then! I've got five
things for you to add to your
sexual repertoire. They're sure
to be fun, spice up your sex life,
and wow your partner.
!l

5. Dress-Up: Dressing up
isn't just for Halloween, my
friends. You can dress up in the
bedroom, anytime. Ladies, there
are a variety of costumes out
there for you. Every guy has at
least one fantasy that involves
you in costume. The French
Maid and Catholic School Girl
costumes are classics. Don business attire and choose to be the
submissive secretary, or even
the dominating CEO. Perhaps
you have an old cheerleading
uniform tucked away? Join the
Mile High Club as a sexy stewardess or even tempt the innergeek in your partner by slipping
into a Princess Leia slave costume.
Unfortunately, there aren't
as many options out there for
the guys. Chicks dig athletes
(think Jessica Simpson or Eva
Longoria). Don't worry if you've
never played a sport. Put on
football pants or a jersey and, I
promise, she'll be all over you.
Try dressing as the cable guy or
mechanic. My personal favorite?
Business attire. A former lover
used to keep his suit on after
work just because he lcnew it got
me going.
When it comes to dressing
up, the visual of you in your outfit will be enough to get your

TRIPOD PICTURE OF THE WEEK
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partner hot. However, if you
want to get in touch with your
innerthespian, play the role for
which you're dressed. Give yourself another name and be someone else entirely! This can help
you let go of any inhibitions you
may have (you can blame the
bite marks on Cindy, the peppy
cheerleader). Your partner can
get involved too. You two can be
the stewardess and pilot, school
girl and teacher, cheerleader
and football player, or secretary
and boss.

idea of watching porn, be careful
not to reveal your entire collection. It can be a little intimidating. If you've got a regular hookup, or are in a relationship, talk
to your partner about what
turns you on the most. After a
while, you and your partner will
have your favorites. Don't worry
about dishing out money, there
are plenty of sites that offer free
porn.

2. Bondage: I'm not talking
about whips and chains here.
You don't have to be a domina4. Shower^ This one you'll trix to crave bondage in the bedhave to take out of the bedroom. room. Use rope, handcuffs, or
Hooking up in
silk
scarves.
the shower is hot
Don't
worry
Warning: I went into
and I'm not just
about hurting
bondage thinking I was your wrists, as
talking about the
water temperasex stores have
going to tie up my
ture. Although a
rope
that's soft
mate and have a good
bath offers some
or
handcuffs
time with him.
of the
same
with padding on
things, a bath
them. You can
However, I wasn't preprovides a setget
naughty
pared for him to sugting that is more
once your partgest switching roles and ner is tied up. I
sensual
than
sexual. Also, last
suggest adding
tying me up.
time I checked,
a blindfold to
the only campus bathtubs are in the mix, rendering your partner
the Summit quads (and perhaps even more helpless. Once you've
in the newly renovated Jarvis). got the blindfold on your partThe water temp should be as ner, leave the room for a second.
hot as you and your partner can It makes your partner completestand. Unfavorable temps can ly unaware of his or her surcause shrinkage, goose bumps, roundings. With the blindfold
and chattering teeth.
on, your partner's other senses
What you do when inside the are heightened. Try teasing
shower is up to you. Grab a your partner with hot wax or ice
loofah and lather up. If you're cubes. You'll have him or her
lucky, he or she will return the begging. Warning: I went into
favor. Oral sex is always a good bondage thinking I was going to
option especially since you know tie up my mate and have a good
your partner is clean. Before time with him. However, I washeading South, have your back n't prepared for him to suggest
facing the showerhead to ensure switching roles and tying me up.
you don't get water in your Despite my reservations, I
mouth. Choking, especially enjoyed it. Don't suggest
bondage unless you're prepared
when naked, isn't becoming.
Sex in the shower can be to play either part.
tricky. Finding a good position
may be difficult in such slippery
1. Sex Toys: There are
conditions. Also, condoms and plenty of sex toys for you to add
water do not mix. Condoms are to the bedroom. I'm going to
more likely to break in water, cover the basics: vibrators, dilespecially if it's hot. Water also dos, and cock rings. Vibrators
washes off the spermicide and dildos come in all different
and/or lubricant on the condom. shapes and sizes. Many are
Intercourse in water can also be waterproof so you can bring
somewhat uncomfortable for us them along in the shower (see
ladies since the water gets rid of 4.). Eemember that vibrators
our natural lubrication, causing require batteries, so be sure to
friction. When it comes to a yel- have extras on hand. It's quite
low shower, think twice. Unless disappointing when you're
you know for sure that your using a vibrator and the batterpartner is comfortable with it, ies die.
do not try it.
Cock rings are pretty simple
to use and can give both parties
3. Porn: Take a break from pleasure at the same time. A
watching porn solo, and let your cock ring creates a firmer erecpartner in on the fun! Whether tion by trapping the blood, adds
or not they want to admit to it, sensitivity, and can delay ejacuguys watch porn. They watch lation. Some, if not most, have
porn a lot. Don't be embar- stimulators on them for orgasrassed. Girls like and watch mic,
clitoral
stimulation.
porn too! I admit that I once had Remember to remove the ring
a little bit of an obsession. If after 20 minutes to prevent
your partner is anything like damage to the penis. Most sex
me, he or she just wants a story- toys can be cleaned with mild
line. You can watch it, have it soap and water. However, some
playing in the background, or can go in the dishwasher or be
even act it out. Just be sure to sterilized in boiling water. Make
give your partner more atten- sure to check out the instruction than the video.
If your partner goes for the
see SEX on page 14
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Marine, Alum Stu Howell On Pledging Psi U AndBoot Camp
rr^~"

STAFF WRITER

This week: Carver interviews Stu Howell, a Trinity and
Psi Upsilon (Psi U) Alum who is
currently in the Marine Corps.
Carver Diserens: First
off, could you give me some
background information about
yourself as well as some information on what you are doing
now?
Stu Howell: I grew up in a
small
town
outside
Minneapolis, Minnesota called
Wayzata. I was the product of
Minnesota Prep schools and
hockey. I graduated from
Trinity in 1998 with a B.A. in
Economics. While at Trinity, I
played on the hockey team my
freshman and sophomore years.
However, I did not play too
much. I was plagued by injuries
and did not play well enough to
be an impact player. While
preparing myself for junior
year, trying to
Get More
become one of
the
"go-to
Online
guys" on the
View the rest of
team, I severeCarver Diseren's
interview with
ly injured my
Trinity
Alum Stu
shoulder. It
Howell online.
was one of
those nagging MMMMHIBBIMil
sports injuries that finally took
me out. This was significant
because, by this time, I had
decided to join the Marines and
was scheduled to begin my

Courtesy of Daniul Pettinato
Trinity Alum Stu Howell reminisces about the good times, shown here at Tropical, front-and-center, demonstrating some fist-pumping action.

training that summer. I ulti- "Super Stallion," which is a
mately had surgery twice to heavy lift helicopter. It is a very
repair my shoulder and was capable platform that does a
given a very poor
variety of mis"I have been deployed
prognosis
for
sions, from troop
being able to
insertion
to
to Afghanistan once
complete
my
transport
of
and Iraq twice over
training the folheavy supplies.
the last four years.
lowing summer. I
I currently
made it through
serve as the
Nearly all of my time
the training, finsquadron
ished my senior in the operating forces Weapons
&
has been spent as a
year and comT a c t i c s
missioned as a
Instructor (WTI)
pilot for the United
second
lieuand Assistant
tenant at gradu- States Marine Corps."
Operations
ation. Back to
Officer (AOPSO)
Trinity, I was a
Stu Howell '98 for HMH-466 stamember of the
tioned at Marine
U.S. Marine, Psi U Alum
Psi
Upsilon
Corps Air Station
Miramar,
California.
I have
Fraternity and actually swam
served
in
this
position
for the
for the swim team my senior
year. I had a lot of experience last year and a half. Most of
with competitive swimming that time was spent in Iraq,
and was able to make the team which was my third combat
deployment. I have been
after getting back into shape.
In the U.S. Marines, I am a deployed to Afghanistan once
Naval Aviator. The platform I and Iraq twice over the last four
am trained to fly is the CH-53E years. Nearly all of my time in

injury had forced me off the
team before my junior year,
having the goal of joining the
Marines really helped focus
my energy. My academics
befitted as well. I also developed very good friendships
from the hockey team that had
segues to Psi-U. Hockey players really are the same type of
guys no matter if they grew up
in
Minnesota
or
Massachusetts, so we all had a
lot in common.
Carver: Would you like to
share any funny or interesting
stories about something that
happened to you while you
were at Trinity that you think
the readers might find interesting?
Stu.: You bet! I have a
bunch of great stories. But, I
don't want to prevent anyone,
including myself, from being
able to run for political office
one day.
Carver: What was your
ultimate favorite event or
party that you attended while
at Trinity?
Stu: Tropical was always a
big hit. That, and the concerts.
Spring Weekend was a blast.
Late night, anyone?
Carver: Amen to that.
Which of the two processes do
you think was tougher for you
to get through, pledging Psi U
or basic training (boot camp)
for the Marine Corps?

the operating forces has been
spent as a pilot for the United
States Marine Corps. I did complete one tour in Iraq as a higher level, future operations planner. My primary focus for that
deployment was the coordination of aviation assets both
fixed and rotary wing, that flew
in support of the forces in Al
Anbar. I still flew quite often,
but it could be better described
as moonlighting rather than
flying as a regular squadron
pilot.
Carver: How did playing
for the Trinity Ice Hockey
team affect your college experiences as well as your experiences in the U.S. Marine
Corps?
Stu^ Due to the fact that I
did not have a good hockey
playing experience at Trinity,
I think it inspired me to prepare harder for the Marine
Corps. I was really down on
myself for not playing better
Please visit www.trinitytriwhile I was on the team. Once pod.com to continue reading.
Coupons cannot bs combined with any other offers.
Delivery charges may apply.
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ANNE BENJAMIN
FEATURES EDITOR

Dear Annie,
When I walk in to the pharmacy to find something to help
me with a headache or sore
joints after sports, I am overwhelmed by the variety of
painkillers! What is the difference between all of these
brands?
•• Henry Headache

Dear Henry Headache,
Most common over-thecounter painkillers are made
from one of four ingredients:
ibuprofen, naproxen, aspirin
(acetylsalicylic acid), and acetaminophen (parecetamol). Most
common painkillers, with the
exception of acetaminophen
drugs (commonly Tylenol and
Excedrin), fall under the group
of
Non-Steroidal
AntiInflammatory drugs (NSAIDs.)
According to MedicineNet, "As a
group, NSAIDs are non-narcotic
relievers of mild to moderate
pain including injury, menstrual
cramps, arthritis, and other
musculoskeletal conditions." All
NSAIDs pose a risk of stomach
bleeding or kidney problems if
taken inappropriately. These
drugs also have potential allergens so you should be familiar
with your allergies before taking these or any other over-the

Clearing Up Your Chemical Confusion Sex In The
Hartbeat
counter medicine. Although
many people take these painrelieving drugs interchangeably
and some have a specific brand
that they believe works for
them, there are slight differences of which a savvy consumer should be aware.
Advil, Motrin, and Nuprin
are three common drugs that
contain ibuprofen. Ibuprofen is
a NSAID, and works to reduce
moderate pain, fever, and
inflammation. The typical dose
for an ibuprofen drug is 200-400
milligrams every four to six
hours.
According
to
www.MedicineNet.com, "Pain,
fever, and inflammation are promoted by the release in the body
of
chemicals
called
prostaglandins.
Ibuprofen
blocks the enzyme that makes
prostaglandins
(cyclooxygenase), resulting in lower levels
of prostaglandins. As a consequence, inflammation, pain and
fever are reduced."
Naproxen, another NSAID,
is made available in the form of
Aleve. Naproxen works in the
same way as ibuprofen, blocking
the enzyme that causes the
release of pain and fever-inducing prostaglandins. The recommended dose for naproxen is
250-500 milligrams, twice daily.
It's recommended that naproxen
be taken with food! this reduces
side effects like an upset stomach. For me, Aleve has been the
most helpful when dealing with
muscle injuries from physical
activity.

Aspirin is another category
of NSAID. Usually a drug that
contains aspirin will be labeled
clearly (like Bayer Aspirin).
Because of its blood thinning
properties, it is common for
those with high blood pressure
or risk of heart attack to use
aspirin to regulate their blood
pressure and prevent heart
attacks or recurrent strokes.
Those who need to be concerned
about their blood consistency
should stay away from aspirin.
Aspirin is very helpful in relieving arthritis pain, and any other
pain. It is also the source of one
of my favorite jokes ... if you fall
on your tuchus, you should take
some ass-pirin. Get it?
The last main category of
painkillers is acetaminophen
(parcetamol). This drug is commonly available as Tylenol or
Excedrin, and is classified as an
analgesic, a pain reliever, and
an antipyretic, or fever reducer.
It is not used to reduce inflammation.
According
to
MedicineNet, "Acetaminophen
relieves pain by elevating the
pain threshold, that is, by
requiring a greater amount of
pain to develop before a person
feels it. It reduces fever through
its action on the heat-regulating
center of the brain. Specifically,
it tells the center to lower the
body's temperature when the
temperature is elevated." The
common dose is 325-650 milligrams every four to six hours.
In my experience, the best drug
to take for a headache is

Excedrin, because Excedrin contains caffeine which speeds up
the
whole
pain-relieving
process.
Midol is another type of pain
reliever, used specifically for
menstrual cramps. The regular
Midol contains acetaminophen
and caffeine, just like Excedrin.
There are different versions of
Midol that contain additional
chemicals. Midol Cramps and
Body Aches contains ibuprofen,
and Midol Extended Relief contains naproxen. In my experience, any pain reliever is helpful
in dealing with cramps.
The pain relievers mentioned above are by no means an
exhaustive list; they are only
used as a guide to the most commonly used type of over the
counter drugs.
Remember: the best way to
use painkillers is to carefully
follow the instructions written
on the box. Problems usually
occur when someone consumes
more than the recommended
doseage in hope of expedited
relief.
Taking painkillers with alcohol is never a good idea as it
could result in potentially
severe side effects ranging anything from vomiting to liver failure , or even death.

Ask Annie is a consumerrelated advice column. Please
send any questions you have to
Anne.Benjamin@trincoll.edu.
Any question is valid and I
would love to help you.

continued from page 12
tions before cleaning your toy.
Sex toys, bondage equipment, costumes, porn, and any
other sex goodies you might be
in the mood for are all available
at sex shops. My favorite, and
closest to Trin, is Very Intimate
Pleasures (V.I.P) on Brainard
Road. If you don't mind the 10 to
15 minute drive, check out the
largest V.I.P store in the North
East located in Manchester, CT
on Oakland Road right off exit
63 on route 84. If you're too shy
about heading into a store, try
online sex shops. A personal
favorite is www.goodvibes.com,
but there are plenty of others.
Although online shopping will
save you the embarrassment of
being spotted in person, if you're
using mommy or daddy's credit
card, you might find yourself in
an even worse situation. As laidback as my parents are, explaining the $70 charge from V.I.P
was beyond uncomfortable.
Although I highly suggest
you try a few if not all of the
above suggestions, sex should
most importantly be safe.
Before trying out anything new
in bed, make sure your partner
is comfortable with it. If he or
she isn't down, don't force it.
Trying to pressure your partner
into anything they aren't comfortable with may turn them off
to your ideas even more.

1

Don ! Waste Time Making Small Talk About Winter Break
continued from page 12
shoulders of the socially awkward.
Of course, it's about more
than simply a cure for cancer.
It's about the human condition.
And that's why, at this point, in
order to better explain the, "How
was your break?" game, and why
I hate it, I'd like to offer a brief
sketch of a "South Park" episode
that spoofs Guitar Hero. In it,
Stan and Kyle attempt to reach
one million points by mashing a
bunch of colored buttons on a
fake plastic guitar in synch with
corresponding flashing colored
dots on a television screen. At
one point, showing off his "skillz," Stan plays an acoustic set
and all we hear is frenetic clicking. It's very comical.
Anyway, as they earn more
points, they're repeatedly congratulated by the game proclaiming in a deep radio
announcer voice, "You are

ROCKSTARS!"
aside from its similarity
Eventually, at the end of
to crack, is that at its
the episode, when they
core it's nothing more
reach one million points,
than an advanced vera drum roll commences,
sion of "Simon Says."
they clench their fists in
You're required to ape
anticipation, and the
the finger and arm
same radio announcer
motions dictated on a
voice intones, "You have
screen, and when you
reached one million
deviate even slightly,
points! You are FAGS!"
thousands of computergenerated fans boo and
At the time, I found
throw things at your digthis very funny. Now, I
ital avatar. There is simfind it, like many of
ply no creativity encour"South Park's" observaaged, or allowed. It feels
tions on life, still very
creepily like a capitalist
funny, but also unsetprecursor to the North
tlingly accurate. Two
days ago, I walked into a
BeSportier.com Korean Mass Games.
dorm room furnished Some Trinity students have taken up careers as Rock Band members.
Yet, despite the faswith the latest evolution
cist undertones, I'm hapof Guitar Hero, a game called has been expanded to include pily returning to the room after I
Rock Band, and only now, two drums, vocals, and bass. Now, finish this article. The draw
days later, bleary-eyed and con- you can be far more than a loser isn't the adoring digital fans (I'm
fused, voice hoarse, have I in a dark room with a fake gui- not even joking when I inform
emerged. The premise is the tar. You can be a loser in a dark you that I had to hire digital
same (mashing buttons on fake room with a fake band.
body guards recently), or the
instruments) but the execution
My problem with the game, money, or even the points. The

Late Night Draws In
Horizontal Mambo Fans

Undergrad Gets A 'Twofer' In Frat Basement

Walking into the back
room of a certain Vernon
Street establishment, AT
tripped over a couple of coeds mixing it up behind the
bar. AT was sure that they
were making more than just a
fashion statement with their
pants around their ankles
(a.k.a. a baby).

Rather than getting digits,
a generous male was using
his to bring double-the-pleasure and double-the-fun to
two female guests at the same
time. Adding to the basement festivities, the threesome was to be found in the
hall, outside the fraternity's
bathrooms.

V

Competing Dealers Must
Relocate
AT said a fond farewell to
a Crescent Street landmark
this past week as it was
demolished by a fleet of
bulldozers.
Apparently,
locals, and possibly certain
Trin studs, had been using it
as a place to, well, deal and
use all sorts of illicit substances.

draw is that it's a far better
game than the one played by
everyone at Trinity during the
first few weeks back at school.
Like Rock Band, the "How
was your break?" game maintains an illusion of autonomous
human creativity (a real conversation) but unlike Rock Band
there is no opportunity for awesome guitar solos or stirring renditions of songs like "Creep."
It's for that reason that I'm
taking a stand. I hope you'll all
join me. Together, we can, in the
words of John Stewart on
"Crossfire,"
"Stop
hurting
America." I'm going to stop asking people how their breaks
were, or how it feels to be back at
Trinity. I'm going to stop commenting on the awful New
England weather and the sorry
state of Trinity's finances. I will
instead sit in my room and play
Rock Band. Vote for us for
Spring Weekend. We do awesome acoustic covers.

Three Strikes And You're
...Not Out? Why Not?
A certain fraternity brother, who has definitely received
many more than his three
strikes during his tenure at
Trin, apparently does not
understand that it's not
acceptable to drop trou and
dry hump an unsuspecting
female guest against the wall.
Trashy.
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Oscar Nominations Favor Dark Films;
Fate of Show in Doubt Amidst Strike
KATYNOLIN
SENIOR EDITOR

SARAYOO
SENIOR EDITOR

When most artists attempt bly rich songwriting that early
covers, the results are usually fans came to know. The days of
dreadful (Lindsay Lohan's 'Ice Water" and "I Don't Blame
remake of Stevie Nicks' "Edge of You" seem to be long gone. Some
Seventeen" is enough to give may even complain that
anyone the corny chills) - unless Marshall is too talented to
that artist, of course, is Chan waste her efforts on covers;
Marshall (alias Cat Power). yet, there is no doubt that she
has the Midas
Jukebox,
touch when it
Marshall's secWhile Jukebox sufficomes to them,
ond full-length
ciently showcases the
reworking the
album of covers,
familiar into the
which includes
Southern-bred singer's
unrecognizable
new interpretaincomparable voice
in a beautiful
tions of familiar
and raw talent, it is
(and sometimes
artists such as
irreverent)
way.
Bob Dylan and
obvious that her music
The opening
Frank Sinatra,
is in a new place, and
track is a slowveers
in
a
whether that is good or burning rendislightly different
direction
bad is dependent upon tion of Sinatra's
"New York, New
from the sparse,
the audience.
York,"
except
melancholy
this
version
is
simply
called
Covers Record of 2000.
<c
New
York."
Though
binge-boozWhile Jukebox sufficiently
showcases the Southern-bred ing has become a thing of the
singer's incomparable voice and past, Marshall's smoky-smooth
raw talent, it is obvious that her voice maintains the kind of timmusic is in a new place, and bre achieved through years'
whether that is good or bad is worth of cigarettes and scotch.
dependent upon the audience. Her voice is at its cathartic best
Her sound is no longer evocative in a reworking of "Metal
of the early alcohol-fueled, emo- Heart" from Moon Pix, one of
tionally fragile Power characterized by miserable, albeit incredi-

In a week of sad entertainment news, the Academy of
Motion Picture Arts and
Sciences released its nominations for the 80th annual
Academy Awards. Almost mirroring the somber tone in
Hollywood, a much darker current underscored the nominations, with Wo Country for Old
Men and There Will Be Blood
garnering eight nods each.
The nominations come in the
middle of the ongoing (and
never-ending) writer's strike,
which destroyed the Golden
Globes Awards ceremony earlier
this month, reducing the ceremony to a 45 minute press conference devoid of acceptance
speeches and fashionable gowns.
As of now, the Writers Guild
of America (WGA), which is
leading the strike, has not decided whether to picket the Oscar
ceremonies on Feb. 24. If the
WGA does picket the awards,
expect the Oscar celebration to
imitate the Golden Globes.
No Country for Old Men and
There Will Be Blood were both

nominated for Best Picture,
along with Atonement, Michael
Clayton, and Juno. The feel-good
teen pregnancy sensation Juno,
directed by Jason Reitman and
starring Ellen Page, was nominated for four awards, but
among a Best Picture field of
such gravity seems too whimsi-

and, unless there is a major
upset, he will probably win
again at the Oscars. Also nominated are George Clooney
(Michael Clayton), Johnny Depp
(who won the Golden Globe as
leading actor for Sweeney ToddThe Demon Barber of Fleet
Street), Tommy Lee Jones (In
the Valley of Elah), andViggo
T h e nominations
Mortensen (Eastern Promises).
The race for lead actress will
come in the middle of
be close as well, with Julie
the ongoing [...]
Christie (Away from Her) and
writer's strike, which
Marion Cotillard (La Vie En
Rose) in prime positions to capdestroyed the Golden
ture the Oscar. Cotilliard and
Globe Awards ceremoChristie both won at the Golden
ny earlier this month,
Globes, but Christie triumphed
at the SAG awards. Also nomireducing the ceremony
nated are Page (Juno), Laura
to a 4 5 minute press
Linney (The Savages), and Cate
conference.
Blanchett (for reprising her role
as the monarch in Elizabethcal and out of place. The British The Golden Age).
epic Atonement won at the
Blanchett is also nominated
Golden Globes, but look instead for Best Supporting Actress for
to No Country for Old Men or her gender-bending role as Bob
There Will Be Blood to win Dylan in I'm Not There. Up
Oscar gold.
against Ruby Dee (American
There Will Be Blood scored Gangster), the young Saoirse
Daniel Day-Lewis both a Golden Ronan (Atonement), Amy Ryan
Globe and a Screen Actors Guild
(SAG) award for leading actor,
see LACK on page 17

BESlPlCTURi_

No Country for Old
Men, the Coen
Brothers' latest
film, is up against
favorites such as
Juno and There Will
Be Blood for the
Best Picture title.
wwwjmtlb.com

BEST ACTOR
Daniel Day-Lewis is
nominated for his
performance in There
Will Be Blood, a film
adaptation of Upton
Sinclair's novel Oil!,
and Marion Cotillard
is nominated for her
portrayal of French '
singer Edith Piaf.

see SINGER on page 16

inside CLTtS

Mourning the
sudden heartbreaking loss of
heartthrob
Aussie acting talent Heath Ledger

SURPRISE HITS

Juno, starring Ellen
Page and Michael
Cera, is the breakout off-beat film of
the year, nominated
for Best Picture.
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JukeboxMakes Old Sound New Again
catch the tweaked lyrics "tril- have gained a bit of newfound
lion to one" instead of Brown's confidence that has helped
the two songs that are her own "million."
make her characteristically
on the album. Though not as
As an album, Jukebox is temperamental live shows and
mesmeric as the original, the not Marshall's best; but as a emotional hypersensitivity a
integration of electric guitar collection of covers, it is solid. thing of the past. Power's oldinto this version makes the All of the songs are pretty est fans — the ones that have
track
a
always been
worthJUKS-BOX- quick to sugwhile lis'.', gest that if
ten. "Song
only
she
to Bobby,"
' i would just
the other
| tune her guiCat Power
Cat Power
tar once in a
Jukebox (Deluxe Edition)
original on
; while, stop
Matador Records
the album,
| running off
is heavily
-; the
stage
2008
reminis- and crying,
cent of 60s
being
; stop
Dylan.
I paranoid,
Marshall's
I and
stop
penchant
-" excessively
for Dylan can be further seen though they do not have the apologizing for all of the above
with "I Believe in You," which neurotic edge found in her — will probably the first ones
to disapprove of her evolution
feels weak and is not as memo- original works.
rable as her other Dylan covers.
In addition to dabbling in because, as cliched as it may
The strongest track is a sorrow- covers, Marshall has kept seem, fans who have seen an
ful, unforgiving cover of Billie busy with various side-proj- artist through her so-called
Holiday's "Don't Explain," in ects, including recording the 'dark period' are often quick to
which Marshall sings "Cry to noteworthy song "I've Been correlate sobriety with decline
hear folks chatter / And I Thinking" on Handsome Boy in quality of music. Yes, perknow you cheat /... / Sit down, Modeling School's
White haps her sound is different,
and yes, she is likely
have a seat / It's your turn to People
feel the pain / It's your turn to and, more It is doubtful, however, to gather a crop of
new listeners. It is
weep / Don't Explain." The r e c e n t l y ,
that
the
original
fans
doubtful, however,
original lilting, jazzy notes are making an
that
the original
who still managed to
replaced by lush, piano-driven a p p e a r fans
who
still manmelodies, intensifying the ance
on
be beguiled by Cat
aged
to
be
beguiled
understated
sadness
of EL-P's latPower [...] would
by
Cat
Power
during
Marshall's voice.
est album
her
difficult
early
entirely
retract
their
the
Other highlights include for
years
would
entirely
t
r
a
c
k
"Ramblin' (Wo)man," a sultry
support.
retract their sup(but loose) interpretation of
port.
As
a matter of fact,
the Hank Williams classic. "Poisenville Kids No Wins," a
Jukebox
should
truly serve as
Marshall channels the clean, song about both artists' struga
caveat
to
all
other artists
yet affective, sparseness of gle with alcohol addiction. She
that
only
a
talent of
The Covers Record in the has
even
wooed
Karl
Marshall's
caliber
can get
acoustic-only version of the Lagerfeld into giving her a gig
away
with
recording
not one,
Highwaymen's "Silver Stallion" as the new face of Chanel Fine
but
two
albums
dedicated
and she especially commits on Jewelry.
"Lost Someone," a James
Since overcoming alcohol solely and exclusively to covBrown ballad — it's easy to addiction, Marshall seems to ers.
continued from page 15

the Shrew. Though Ledger
was approached to participate
in other teen movies, he was
In a recent interview with determined to expand his proWJW-TV, a Fox affiliate in fessional repertoire. In a 2007
Cleveland, Heath Ledger interview with The New York
shared the perspective he had Times he was quoted saying,
acquired by becoming a parent, "I feel like I'm wasting time if
saying, "You learn more about I repeat myself." Ledger's big
yourself through your child, I break came in his second audiguess. I think you also look at tion for Mel Gibson's film The
death differently. It's like a Patriot (he walked out of the
Catch-22: I feel good about first, disappointed with his
dying now because I feel like performance). Additional roles
I'm alive in her, you know, but included appearances in A
at the same hand, you don't Knight's Tale and Monster's
want to die because you want Ball, both in 2001. Ledger
to be around for the rest of her appeared in four films in 2005,
life." Ledger's philosophy takes the most notable being
on a tragic significance as the Brokeback Mountain. Directed
Australian actor was found by Ang Lee, Brokeback
dead in his Lower Manhattan Mountain depicts the story of a
apartment at 421 Broome St. romance that develops between
last Tuesday afternoon, Jan. two cowboys. Ledger's portrayal of the
22. He was 28 years
stoic Ennis Del
old.
"You learn more
Mar earned him
The cause of
about yourself
an Oscar nomideath has not been
through
your
nation. He lost to
revealed at time of
Phillip Seymour
print, as medical
child, I guess."
Hoffman for his
examiners are waitrole in Capote.
ing on the results of
Heath Ledger
It was on the
toxicology tests. As
set of Brokeback
of
press
time,
authorities suspect a possible Mountain that Ledger met
overdose on several prescription Michelle Williams, former cast
drugs! sleeping pills and anti- member of the late '90s teen
anxiety medication were found television series "Dawson's
in Ledger's apartment. Police Creek." Ledger and Williams
spokesman Paul Browne said developed a relationship and
Ledger was found naked and moved to Boerum Hill,
unresponsive, facedown on the Brooklyn. Though the couple
floor at the foot of his bed, by a separated last year, the two gave
housekeeper trying to wake him birth to a daughter, Matilda
for an appointment with a Rose, on October 28, 2005.
masseuse. Browne also stated
Ledger's family has made
that no obvious indication of a arrangements to claim his body
suicide was found in Ledger's from the Frank E. Campbell
bedroom.
funeral home in Manhattan. A
Heathcliff Andrew Ledger, private viewing of The Black
named after the character Knight, in which Ledger plays
"Heathcliff,"
from
Emily the role of the Joker, was schedBronte's Wuthering Heights, uled on Friday for Ledger's famwas born on April 4, 1979, in ily who flew from Australia to
Perth, Australia. His acting the US, and reports have circucareer began at the age of 10 lated that there will be no public
when a local theater company memorial service. In the death
cast him in Peter Pan. That role notice Ledger's family placed in
led to parts on various children's The West Australia, a newspatelevision programs, TV series, per based in Ledger's hometown
and the 1992 film Clowning of Perth, the family writes "As a
close knit and very private famiAround.
In 1999, Ledger moved to ly we have observed you so
Los Angeles, CA. There he determined yet quietly traveling
appeared
in his
first in your self-styled path in life,
Hollywood film, 10 Things I nothing would get in your way
Hate About You, which was a [...] no mountain too tall, no
contemporary revision of river too wide [...] Our hearts
Shakespeare's The Taming of are broken."
JENNY MOOR
SENIOR EDITOR

Cutoff Frequency Rocks Pike House
ELIZABETH AGRESTA
ARTS EDITOR

Saturday night marked the
first Late Night this semester,
with the Asian American
Student Association (AASA)
and the brothers of Pi Kappa
Alpha (Pike) hosting a welcome back party featuring
Stratford, Conn.-based band,
The Cutoff Frequency, of
which Alex Dancho '08 is a
member (and the only Trinity
student in the band).
According to the band's
MySpace page, the lineup consists of "Alex Van Olden and
Kyle Ryan on face-melting
guitars, Alex Dancho laying
down the bass, Sean McCabe
rockin' the keys, and Bob
Carroll making sweet musical
love to his drum set." Their
philosophy is very democratic
in that no one member of the
band makes all the decisions
(on that note, no one member
sticks to the same instrument
during a performance. Dancho
alternated between bass,
keys, and drums, and McCabe
switched back and forth from
keys to bass).
The band played two sets,
the first being mostly original

songs (two of which are on
MySpace - "Five Towns" and
"As We Move Along"), with a
few covers thrown in (a
"power-pop" version of Mariah
Carey's "Always Be My Baby"
was a big hit with the audience and received an encore in
the second set - I'm sure the
Trinitones were amused).
Their pace is frenzied and the
backbeat is built in such a way
that you cannot help but
dance. It was difficult to hear
the melodies at times because
the amps were up so high and
I was, literally, standing right
next to one of them. But, for
the most part, the songs were
so well-crafted that the harmonies rose above the dueling
guitars and the pounding, earsplitting drums. It's hard to
find guys in a small-town rock
band who can actually sing
well, but The Cutoff Frequency
certainly does not fall into the
realm of the vocally-challenged.
The second set was primarily covers, which the audience, myself included, clearly
loved. The selection ranged
from oldies (Frankie Valli and
the Four Seasons' "December
1963") to '90s classics (Third

Eye Blind's "Semi-Charmed
Life") to Disney tunes ("I'll
Make a Man Out of You," from
Mulan), all set to a dance beat
with spangly guitars and
synth lovin'. McCabe and
Ryan passed a microphone
around the front of the audience to get people to sing
along, so the audience joined
in on Deep Blue Something's
"Breakfast at Tiffany's." The
final song of the evening was
Reel Big Fish's "Everybody's
Drunk," which was the general state of the audience, given
that it was 2 a.m. Despite the
fact that I couldn't move
because my shoes were sticking to the floor and my ears
were loudly ringing, I have to
say it was a great, energetic
performance with a fun,
diverse set, and I'm greatlylooking forward to their next
performance.
If you are interested in
finding out more about The
Cutoff Frequency, their Web
site can be viewed at
http://whatisthefrequency.net.
If you're interested in buying
their debut album, The
Frequency of Love, e-mail
Alex Dancho at bookthefrequency@gmail.com.
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Lack of Clear Favorites Marks Awards | l | | P J f
continued from page
uage 15
(Gone Baby Gone), and Tilda
Swinton (Michael Clayton).
Blanchett is a strong favorite.
Though she won the Golden
Globe for her performance, Dee
won at the SAG awards.
The Best Supporting Actor
field features what should be
another landslide for Javier
Bardem in No Country for Old
Men. Bardem swept both the
SAG and Golden Globe awards
for bis role and it would be a
major upset if another candidate
were to win. Casey Affleck (The
Assassination of Jessee James
by the Coward Robert Ford),
Philip
Seymour
Hoffman
(Charlie Wilson's War), Hal
Holbrook (Into the Wild), and
Tom
Wilkinson
(Michael
Clayton) are also nominated.
For the Directing category,
the nominations reflect the Best
Picture choices, with the exception of Joe Wright (Atonement),
who was favored by many to
win. Julian Schnabel (The
Diving Bell and the Butterfly)
won the Golden Globe, but he is
pitted against stiff competition^
Jason Reitman (Juno), Joel and
Ethan Coen (No Country for Old
Men), Tony Gilroy (Michael
Clayton), and Paul Thomas
Anderson (There Will Be Blood).
Gilroy, Reitman, and Anderson
wore both snubbed at the Globes
and denied nominations; likewise, Tim Burton (Sweeney
Todd), Ridley Scott (American

1
!
Gansster).
Gangster), and Wrie-ht.
Wright, who all its Osrar-winninoOscar-winning mpHflcfscmpredecessor L".'! .?- h ^ ' V " V^"J -s$»':
received Globe nominations, — could potentially win for
were ignored by the Academy.
Costume Design.
The most contentious race,
Disney scored three nominahowever, will undoubtedly be for tions for its mixed live-action
Best Adapted and Best Original and animation film Enchanted,
Screenplays, as there are too all three of which came in the
many favorites to identify a Best Original Song Category —
clear winner. For Adapted for "Happy Working Song," "So
Screenplay, Atonement, Away Close," and "That's How You
from. Her;: The Diving Bell and Know." Also nominated were
the Butterfly, No Couhtry for "Falling Slowly" (from Once)
•(Ms ... :
Old Afen| and TherelMll Be and "Raise It Up" (from August
BEST ADAPTED
Blood will go head to head. Rush). As the song nominees are
SCREENPLAY
While No Country for Old Men usually performed during the
won at the Golden Globes, all Oscar telecast, this should inject
five films have strong scripts a more whimsical and playful
that could potentially swing the tone into the Award show, but
•i|?.i br-H-u on 'an?.--'
Academy's voters;
still expect the only semi-serious
I'''"K'. Ill S h j-S-t-VrllCI -T
In the/;. Best
Original song of the group ("Falling
Afar?nrnt isvacnq.1 >5
Screenplay category, the compe- Slowly") to win.
some lolled conp=ti-;^'
tition features jnuch more
In what many conservative
humorous films and is not as pundits have labelled a major
unpredictable. «. Juno, Michael snub, the Academy seemed to
Clayton, and The, Savages are ignore the large genre of Iraq
the frontrunners, while the more war films released this year —
independent Lars and the Real Lions for Lambs, In the Valley of
Girl and the Pixar hit Elah, and Rendition, among othRatatouille will most likely not ers. With the exception of Jones'
chance to win in
win.
nomination for Elah, war films
the Annu.il
Oic.ir Contest
In another .category, Norbit were largely ignored. In the
(which was .aoimnatod for a Documentary Feature category,
Razzie) scored a nomination for however, war films such as No
Best IVLakeup, though,.'it will End in Sight and Operation
Writing
the
probably lo&eto^fl We Tin Rose. Homecoming
Look for AlQfieht&nt to *A in for Wartime Experience garnered
Best Original Sefupi> (Dario key nominations. Movie, personMavia^elii) and probably for Art ality Michael Moore was also
Direction, as well (though Uiis nominated for Sicko.
coxfld just HH well gc» to Sweeney
Unless the WGA pickets this
To'tUi or ThiWf'Will Ite Blood). year's awards, the Academy
Elizabeth: The Golden Ago — Awards will be broadcast live on
which wiis no! m successful as ABC on Feb. 24 at 8 p.m.

BEST ART
DIRECTION

BEST ORIGINAL
SCREENPLAY
The Savages, written by
Tamara Jenkins, is one
of the front-runners for
this category.

Goodwin Theater Packed for Controversial Modern Fairytale
continued from page 1
kidding - there was a lot of nudity. More than half of the show
was conducted nude or partially
nude. I think Young and her fellows deserve a lot of credit for
this simply because they aren't
afraid to show off their bodies.
It's hard to feel insecure about
your own body when you're
watching someone on stage baring everything and not thinking
twice about it. Given that Young
is still carrying some of her pregnancy weight - she gave birth to
a daughter five months ago — I
feel this is an even bigger accomplishment on her part. Even
though it's certainly awkward
and uncomfortable to watch, it's
important to appreciate how difficult it must be to stand up in
front of hundreds of people and
make that kind of statement.
Young doesn't particularly care
what people think in regards to
her work, commenting, 'Teople
can take away whatever they
want to from it. I didn't necessarily make it racy [...] People
say it's controversial, but I'm not
going to censor myself. I make
what I want to make [...] The
most important thing is the
work."
The show is curiously put
together in that it's not really
put together at all. It's disjointed and it starts and stops according to Young's mood. If the music
wasn't loud enough, she would
stop the sound techs and tell
them to make it louder. She

Nicholas Strini
Liz Santoro (the Prince) and Ann Liv Young (Snow White) rock out together in the risque dance piece, Snow White.

yelled
at
Guerrero,
her
boyfriend, who was also assisting with sound when not performing, screaming, "When the
music sucks and you're retarded,
there's a problem!" She did get
upset when she asked the audience to come forward to watch
the penetration, and audience
members in the back yelled at
those in the front to sit down.
Young stopped what she was
doing and yelled back very seriously, "Do not yell at the audience members! It's not nice!"
Breaking the fourth wall is all
right in some types of theater

and performance, but it's best
used to make commentary on
the performer-audience relationship. The way Young used it
felt a little gratuitous.
Speaking of the penetration
scene — which some people, I
think, were looking forward to,
and others were dreading - it
did not actually go as planned.
Young commented on Thursday,
"It's done in a way that I think,
well, that it's not shocking. It's
more like a joke, which is more
like a comment on just that kind
of thing anyway. There's nothing
really dramatic about it. It's

more like a joke, I would say."
What sounded like a Snow
White audio book was playing as
Young and Santoro prepared for
the act, edited so the voice was
saying things that supported the
idea that the Prince was looking
for Snow White simply to gain a
sexual conquest, rather than to
save her from death, surely a far
cry from what Walt Disney had
in mind. As the track played,
Young attempted to penetrate
herself, but could not do it, and
apologized to the audience^
"Sorry, I can't get this thing
inside me, it's very painful. Plus,

I just had a baby so I'm all
stitched up."
After Young's
attempts
failed, the show became a little
tiresome. Young and Santoro
(dressed as Snow White and the
Prince) started brandishing aluminum foil swords and yelling at
each other in French. They sang
some more, and suddenly the
Snow White theme disappeared
and the show devolved into
something akin to a live radio
show. Young slipped back into
her native Southern accent and
played more music (Santoro
sang a lovely rendition of
Berlin's "Take My Breath
Away"), gave away booby prizes
(Najeda Patolo '08 and Jamie
Wilkinson '10 won a broken
watch and a set of baby pajamas, respectively), and fostered
a debate over racism. It was
funny, but diverted from what
people were expecting, which
might have been the point, but
at the same time, if the show is
called Snow White, it should
really focus more on Snow
White.
While I'm not sure the performance lived up to its hype, it
certainly made people go home
with something to think about.
It lived up to its label, being
incredibly shocking and having
nothing to do with the Snow
White most of vis grew xvp watching. I appreciate Young's efforts
- pulling off something like that
can't have been easy — but I
think it diverted too far from the
way it was advertised.
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M. Basketball Falls Short NESCAC Recognizes Hasiuk's Efforts
in NESCAC Weekend

es are going to hold me account- slowly but steadily for Hasiuk,
able for makes me want to play as well as for his teammates.
"I would not say that Pat
to critique one another," said that much harder and better for
was ever playing inconsistently,
Hasiuk. "The idea of this was to them."
Hasiuk's accountability as a but it is very difficult for a point
let every player know what his
role was on this team, but at the player starts and ends with his guard to run a new offense for a
same time not to limit anyone ability to handle the ball as the team," said Martin. "We all had
a hard time at first in adjusting
just to that role. It was more team's primary point guard.
In order for a team with so to it. It just was more difficult
designed for everyone to know
what they were being held many pieces to fit together, they for Pat because he has the ball
will need someone who knows in his hands and also is expectaccountable for on the team."
After missing four games where each player will be in the ed to run the offense for everydue to injury in late December, flow of the Bantam's new one."
As a dependable long-range
Hasiuk came off the bench for offense.
his next two, posting five points,
This
understanding of shooter, Hasiuk will be asked to
four assists in his return before Ogrodnik's system has come continue his midseason revival
11
notching 12 points and A. :"r
,!,] for the Bantams to cona season-high eight ''[ '•
'" .""'"i tend with the likes of
assists in his second
\ Williams and Amherst,
game as a reserve on
the third-ranked team
Tuesday, Jan. 15.
in the nation according
to D3Hoops.com.
Hasiuk returned to
"The good news is
the starting lineup for
we control our own desthe final two games of
tiny," said Simms.
his
award-winning
That destiny will
week and regained his
likely play out with the
early-season
form, i*y""
ball in the hands of
which helped him win f-_i
Hasiuk.
the High Invitational
tournament MVP on
"I have to accept my
Saturday, Nov. 17.
role and lead the team
to the best of my ability,
"I think Pat found
because as a senior
his own confidence in
point guard I am
being our point guard
reflecting the coaches
and floor leader," said
on the court," he said. "I
Martin.
"He has
think I have to come to
become a very confithe gym mentally and
dent shooter and is
physically prepared,
doing a great job in
whether it be for pracrunning our team's
tices or games. I feel
offense."
that if I do that, then I
Hasiuk said, "Just
E.C. Caner know I gave it my best
knowing what my
teammates and coach- Point guard Pat Hasiuk '08 won NESCAC Player of the Week last week. with no regrets."
continued from page 20

DAVE) ALLEN
SPORTS CONTRIBUTOR

The Trinity College men's
basketball
team
entered
Williamstown, Mass, on an
upswing, winners of their last
three games and a perfect
NESCAC record.
However, the momentum
came to an end as Williams
handed Trinity a 65-48 loss. The
Bantams started off strong, but
the Ephs began to take over the
tempo of the game around the
12^40 minute mark in the first
haE By halftime, the Bantams
found themselves down 30-21.
Defense dominated the first half
as the generally high-scoring
teams were held to uncharacteristically low halftime totals.
Trinity started off the second
half strong, pulling within two
points of the Ephs. This momentum was short-lived and the
Bantams soon found themselves
down by double digits, eventually falling to Williams by the final
of 65-48.
The leading factor in this
downturn was the team's shooting percentage in the second
half. The Bantams shot 28 percent from the field in the second
half, compared to Williams' 41
percent. Junior forward Aaron
Westbrooka called this game a
'lost opportunity," stating that
they gave up too many open out-

side shots to the Ephs and the
defense as a whole was unimpressive. The leading scorer for
the Bantams was senior tri-captain forward Robert Taylor with
14 points.
The disappointed Bantams
rolled into Middlebury, Vt. on
Saturday looking to bounce back
from the prior evening's tough
loss. Trinity came out strong in
the first half, shooting 49 percent
from the field and opening up a
38-32 lead at the half. The
Bantams also dominated the
boards, out-rebounding the
Panthers, 25-16. The Bantams
opened the second half strong,
extending their lead to 10 with
15:56 left to play. Middlebury
then went on a 12-2 run, and by
the 10-minute mark the game
was knotted up at 55.
The game remained close,
but in the closing minutes of the
game, big free throws by Martin
held off a Middlebury surge and
the Bantams were victorious, 7471. Senior center Stephen Dunn
stepped up with 13 rebounds and
senior point guard Pat Hasiuk
led the scoring for the Bantams
with 20 points.
The Bantams, currently 14-4
overall and 3-1 in the NESCAC,
will continue their league schedule this weekend with home
games versus Bowdoin Friday at
7:30 p.m. and Colby Saturday at
3 p.m.
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New Coach Makes Difference on Ice | Losing Streak Continues
for Women's Basketball
MIKE ROBINSON
SENIOR EDITOR

Last month, if you picked up
any sports page, you'd find more
than a few of the headlines taken
up by changes at the head coaching positions of many successful
teams. Whether from retirement,
firing, or the coaches seeking
other employment, big name
coaches like Bobby Petrino and
Rich Rodriguez moved on and
left their teams searching for
leadership and direction. On any
level of sports, the transition
between coaching staffs is usually a difficult one. Fortunately for
the Trinity College men's ice
hockey team, it looks like that
process will be a smooth one as
the team moves forward with
new Head
Coach
David
Cataruzolo.
In many ways, Cataruzolo is
facing a very difficult task. He
replaces a revered and respected
leader in John Dunham, the only
head coach in program history
and one who achieved a great
deal of success in his time at
Trinity. Over 33 seasons,
Dunham compiled a .590 winning percentage and led the
Bantams
to
the
NCAA
Tournament twice, including a
Final Four appearance in 2005.
But Cataruzolo has already
gained the trust and confidence
of his players, always an important step in establishing legitimacy for a new staff.

"As fax as from the perspective of a captain under Coach
Cataruzolo, I truly believe he has
done an outstanding job thus far
as a new head coach in the
league," said senior co-captain
Dan Maturi, a team leader lending a ringing endorsement for
Cataruzolo's efforts.
His coaching prowess is not
the only thing that has won over
the players. Fellow senior and cocaptain Ryan Masucci has
noticed a difference in the way
players are treated, noting,
"Coach Cat has implemented a
philosophy which
stresses
accountability and where everyone has an equal role as a member of the team. Seniors are considered equal to freshmen and
everyone is responsible for knowing their individual role in order
to contribute positively to the
team."
Cataruzolo has been with the
team for 10 years, spending six
as an assistant to Dunham. This
has contributed to the early solid
play of the team and the ease of
the transition from a man who
was, and still is, one of the staples of Trinity sports.
"I feel like the transition
between Coach Dunham to
Coach Cat happened as smoothly
as one could hope for," said senior
Matt Crum. "Cat has been
around the program for over ten
years and had really taken over
most of the day to day things that
go with running the team."

Learning from a successful
coach like Dunham certainly
couldn't have hurt either.
Masucci adds, "Conveniently,
Coach Cataruzolo has a similar >
system of beliefs as Coach
Dunham did, which has made j
the transition smooth and with- i
out many setbacks."
The team got off to a fairly
strong start, scoring a 3-1 upset
win on Friday, Jan. 11 over thenseventh-ranked Southern Maine,
but has since cooled as they have
gotten into the meat of a rugged
NESCAC/ECAC East schedule.
Even with their recent struggles,
the future still looks bright.
"Coach Dunham is the reason
this program has excelled to
where it has, and I could not
think of a better person than
Coach Cataruzolo to continue
what he had started. He is motivated, up beat, and most importantly he wants this program to
win. I think he has done an
exceptional job to this point and
he is certainly taking the program, and will continue to take
this program, in the direction it
needs to go in order to be successful over the years," said Maturi.
The Bantams face two tough
tests this weekend at home, first
against Williams on Friday, Feb.
1 at 7 p.m. and then first-place
Middlebury on Saturday, Feb. 2
at 3 p.m. With the attitude and
work ethic their new coach is
instilling, they will certainly be
ready.

Strong Freshman Class Propels Bants
continued from page 20

addition of the new rink to the goalie Emily Weedon have
campus, welcomed in a gargan- helped keep Trinity's goals
tuan 11-member first-year class. against at an all-time low.
Three of the top six points Freshmen forwards Sarah Kohn
leaders on the team are fresh- and Carry O'Leary have been
men. Kim Weiss, tied with soph- lighting the lamp with a comomore Britney McKenna for the bined seven points. Goalie Hilly
team lead in points scored, has Novik, waiting in line behind
exploded onto the scene with sophomore goal-tending phenom
nine goals and eight assists for a Isabel Iwaehiw and her 1.008
total of 17 points in 16 games. goals against average and .96
Minnesota
native
Laura save percentage, has seen time
Komarek has been strong on between the pipes and looks to
defense, with a slap shot and an contribute to the Bantams'
bright future.
And if 11
freshmen
were
not
enough
to
spark a program turnaround, sophomore transfer
Kait
McCarthy,
top prospect
for a strong
RIT team last
season, has
recently
gained eligibility and is

ed to talk about that. Coaches
urged players not to hang thenheads, but to be proud of what
they had accomplished.
The Trinity team was nationally ranked for the first time in
the history of the program. They
had lost to just two teams all
season^ the previous game to
Middlebury, the NESCAC championship favorite for the last
decade, and the fourth-ranked
and
defending
NESCAC champions Amherst.
But none of
that matters to
the 25 women of
the ice hockey
team.
Because
this is not the
team of years past,
and any resemblance to even last
year's squad was
obliterated by the
Middlebury
games.
With a hardfought 1-0 victory
Stephanie Apstein l a c i n g Up for
over Holy Cross
women's
ice
hockey
team
currently
sports
a
program-best:
record of 12-2-2. t h e B a n t a m s
the
following The Trinity College
for the second
Tuesday,
the
Bantams, coming off a tough eye for the net that has earned half of the season.
Co-captains senior Erin
weekend and with a short bench, her nine points thus far. Jill
became the first team in the his- Roloff has earned a starting spot Fitzgerald and junior Kelley
tory of the program to win ten on the squad with a speed and McCarthy are quick to point out
the development of the hockey
tenacity tough to match.
games.
And the list goes on. First- program through the years, and
The difference? Last year the
year
defensemen Lily Reese, the potential this team has
team graduated one senior, and,
Alexa
Guiglielmi, Michelle always had for a breakout seathanks to strong recruiting from
"Benji"
Benjamin,
and soccer son.
Coach Andrew McPhee and the

E.G. Ganer
Sophomore starting point guard Claire Arnstein (15) sinks a layup against Middlebury.

came from all positions on the
court. Arnstein led scoring
with 13 points, three assists,
court.
With 56 seconds left on the and six steals. Senior guard
clock, Trinity faced a five-point Devon Kearns added 12 points
six
rebounds. Sims
deficit until freshman forward and
Rebecca Cohn hit a jumper brought nine rebounds to the
and Williams turned over the table for her contribution.
Card scored 10 points and
ball.
There was hope, but earned the appreciation from
Arnstein's final shot fell short, her coach.
Sims agreed with Davis'
just as Conlon's would the next
position that small tweaks on
day.
"We can't figure out the one all aspects of their game will
thing we need to fix. Every lit- help. Davis wants the team to
tle possession you think that focus on rebounding and susisn't going to be a big deal is," taining leads in the upcoming
said sophomore co-captain for- weeks. She thinks that grit
will get them through the losward Jessica Sims.
The Bantams learned that ing streak.
the
hard
way
against
"We make up for our lack of
Middlebury. They
led talent with chemistry. We
throughout the first half until have a bunch of good human
the Panthers tallied eight beings who have passion for
points before the buzzer, clos- basketball and enjoy each
ing the point margin to one.
other's company," said Davis.
Seven minutes after the
Conlon mentioned that
break, a put-back and a three coaches from the teams
pointer gave Middlebury a they've played have credited
five-point advantage, but the Trinity's work ethic and teamgame was not over yet.
work, which the women hope
As the seconds filtered will bring them a win.
down, the crowd got rowdy.
"We're a young team and
Sophomore center Christine we're never going to stop
Card's father coaches an ele- working. Right now people
mentary school basketball might assume we're down. The
team, and all of his players games are all so close it just
were there to cheer along with makes us want to work even
a sizable Trinity crowd.
harder," said Conlon.
With six seconds left, the
The Bantams are looking
score stood at 60-56. Conlon forward to more opportunities
appeared at the top of the key at redemption while away this
as the last chance to break the week. They face
Roger
streak.
Williams in Rhode Island this
She connected, but it was Tuesday and their next home
not enough to repeat the same game will be Tuesday, Feb. 5
scenario that had occurred less against Western Connecticut
College in the Ray Oosting
than 24 hours before.
;
Standout
performances Gymnasium at 7 30 p.m.
continued from page 20

Inside Sports:
Men's Basketball,
page 18
Coach Cataruzolo,
page 19
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Hasiuk Rebounds
from Injury to
Lead Team
JAY ACUNZO
SENIOR EDITOR

points scored by junior
Patrick Kumf in Trinity's
loss to Stevens Tech on
Wednesday

66
goals scored by
junior forward
Michelle Chee
so far in her
collegiate,,'
career,
and
new Trinity*8"—~~
women's ice hockey record

Marisso Powers
Tl.c ......uen's ice hockey team files off the ice after the second period against Holy Cross on Tuesday, Jan. 22s

Youngblood
Youth Infusion Propels Trinity Women's Ice Hockey
to Best Start in Program History
MAWSSA POWERS
SPORTS CONTRIBUTOR

number of
points
allowed
by junior
Gustav
Detter during his 3-0 win over
his Yale opponent on Jan. 23

With 22 seconds left in the assist to the game-tying goal.
third period, a pass went from Five minutes of scoreless overthe Trinity goal line to the time later, the score remained at
Middlebury point. With 20 sec- a 2-2 deadlock.
The Trinity College women's
onds left, the defenseman from
the team ranked second in the ice hockey team broke the pronation let a high fluttering shot gram-long 15-game losing streak
fly towards the net. Middlebury to the Middlebury Panthers, dathad been losing to ninth-ranked ing back to when the Bantams
Trinity for close to two periods of joined the NESCAC in 2001.
play. With 18 seconds on the They had spent 24 minutes leadclock, the Panther forward ing the game and zero behind.
jumped, redirected the high shot But no one in a gold jersey wantdown into the crease, and in a
wild jumble ended up with an
see STRONG on page 19

The depth of this year's men's basketball roster allows Trinity to match up against the top-tier
teams in the NESCAC. At 14-4 and 3-1 in the conference as of Sunday, the Bantams boast a rotation eight to nine players deep. In their latest
game, a 74-71 victory over Middlebury on
Saturday, Jan. 26, Head Coach Stan Ogrodnik
used eight players for a total of 18 minutes or
more. The ninth and final player off the bench
logged nine minutes.
To rely on so many players in a tight conference game speaks volumes about the team's
development as this season has progressed.
"I think having a deep rotation is important to
any team doing well throughout the season," said
senior tri-captain Russ Martin, whose first of two
free throws gave Trinity its final point against the
Panthers before the second bounced out of the
hands of the opponent as time expired. "I think
our team is really beginning to define everyone's
role, and the scoring is becoming more consistent
throughout.",,,.
With such a large unit, of regulars capable of
scoring lots of points, the team has iSoked,^senior Pat Hasiuk for cohesion. The 5'10" guard from"""
Enfield, Conn, was recently named the NESCAC
Player of the Week for the week of Jan. 13.
Hasiuk averaged 16.0 points and 5.7 assists during a 3-0 week for Trinity. The starter also poured
in 20 points against Middlebury, including four
three-pointers.
The win in Vermont came a day after „&, 48point effort in a double-digit loss to Williams. In
three of the team's four losses this year, the
offense has failed to crack 60 points, yet the consistency has been evident on both ends lately.
"We came out flat on offense and defense and
got behind early [at Williams]," said senior tricaptain Tyler Simms. "We tried to make up for it
and got back to within two points but expended so
much energy we couldn't take the lead. We know
we can't play like that and expect to beat anyone
remaining on our schedule."
After losing three of five games over winter
break, the Bantams held a players-only meeting
to help solidify their roles.
"The basis of the meeting was for each player
see HASIUK on page 18

Women's Basketball Falls One Short in Two Consecutive Games
HANNAH CHARRY
SPORTS EDITOR

It's the shot players dream
of the shot practiced in driveways, street courts, and wastebaskets across the country. To
the dismay of a packed Trinity
house, however, it was the shot
that was not enough to prevent
the women's basketball team's
fifth consecutive loss. . . .
With seconds left before the
final buzzer, senior co-captain
Kat Conlon sank a three-pointer during the team's home
game against Middlebury last
Saturday, Jan. 26. Without a
foul, however, the shot fell
short of tying the game. The
Bantams; Were left with a disappointing 59-60 loss.

"It was bittersweet. I
almost felt like I didn't hit it,"
said Conlon. "I think we're
proud of our work ethic but at
the end of the day we're
rethinking
every
missed
opportunity."
Trinity's overall record is 87, and they hold a 0-4 record in
NESCAC play. This was their
second loss in a row by a onepoint margin. On Friday, Jan.
25, the Bantams met the
Williams College Ephs and
faced the same fate. With
three seconds left on the clock,
sophomore point guard Claire
Arnstein converted a pass
from the left wing into a twopointer. The final score was 6261.
The Middlebury game "was

deja vu," said Head Coach
Wendy Davis. "Obviously it
didn't come down to that last
shot. It came down to everything prior that we didn't execute."
The end result was misleading because play had been
even for both games.
Against Williams, the
Bantams did not lose their
lead xmtil the second half.
After the seventh minute, play
rallied back and forth.
Williams' center banked a layup to give her team a 51-49
edge. Arnstein answered with
a drive to the hoop, only to be
matched by an Eph threepointer on the other side of the
E.C. Caner

see LOSING on page 19

Point guard Claire Arnstein '10 (#15) prepares to score against Middleburyon Saturday.

